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We review re ent theoreti al progress on the statisti al me hani s of error
orre ting odes, fo using on Low Density Parity Che k (LDPC) odes in general,
and on Gallager and Ma Kay-Neal odes in parti ular. By exploiting the relation
between LDPC odes and Ising spin systems with multi-spin intera tions one an
arry out a statisti al me hani s based analysis that determines the pra ti al and
theoreti al limitations of various ode onstru tions, orresponding to the dynami al
and thermodynami al transitions respe tively, as well as the behaviour of errorexponents averaged over the orresponding ode ensemble, as a fun tion of hannel
noise. We also ontrast the results obtained using methods of statisti al me hani s
with those derived in the information theory literature, and show how these methods
an be generalized to in lude other hannel types and related ommuni ation problems.
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1. Introdu tion

1.1. Error Corre tion

Ele troni ommuni ation plays an important role in the modern so iety and has a
profound impa t on the way we live. It appears in various forms and in a broad range
of appli ations, from mobile and satellite ommuni ation to able TV and the internet.
Two features ommon to most modern digital ommuni ation systems are the
need for eÆ ient sour e and hannel oding methods. Sour e oding relates to the
ompression of redundant information (e.g., pi tures, musi ), even at the expense of
delity (lossy ompression); while hannel oding relates to the introdu tion of some
ontrolled redundan y prior to transmission in order to prote t the information against
orruption in a noisy transmission medium (e.g. deep-spa e, atmosphere, opti al bres).
In this review paper we mainly fo us on error orre tion ( hannel oding) although
we also mention appli ations of statisti al me hani s analysis to sour e oding, multiterminal ommuni ation hannels, ryptography and other areas of information theory.
In his 1948 papers Shannon [Sha48℄ proved general results on the limits of
ompression and error- orre tion by setting up the framework to what is now known
as information theory (IT). Shannon's hannel oding theorem states that error-free
ommuni ation is possible if some redundan y is added to the original message in the
en oding pro ess. A message en oded at rates R (message information ontent/ odeword length) up to the hannel apa ity C hannel an be de oded with a probability
of error that de ays exponentially with the message length. Shannon's proof is nononstru tive and assumes en oding with unstru tured random odes and impra ti al
de oding s hemes (requiring a omputing e ort that grows non-polynomially with the
odeword length) [CT91℄. Finding pra ti al odes apable of rea hing the oding limits
established by Shannon has been one of the entral issues in oding theory ever sin e;
and only re ently, due to some ingenious ode designs, we are within rea h of losing
the remaining gap to the bounds set by Shannon.
Figure 1 illustrates the problem of hannel oding. On the top left of Fig.1 we
represent the spa e of words (a message is a sequen e of words), ea h ir le represents
one sequen e of binary bits. The word to be sent is represented by a bla k ir le in
the left side gure. Corruption by noise in the hannel is represented in the top right
gure as a drift in the original word lo ation. The ir le around ea h word represents
a de ision boundary sphere for the parti ular word, any signal inside a ertain de ision
region is re ognized as representing the word at the entre of the sphere. In the ase
depi ted in Fig.1 the drift aused by noise pla es the re eived word within the de ision
boundary of another word ve tor, ausing a transmission error. Error- orre tion odes
are based on mapping the original spa e of words onto a higher dimensional spa e in
a way that the typi al distan e between en oded words in reases. The olle tion of all
en oded words ( odewords) onstitute a odebook. If the original spa e is transformed,
the same drift shown in the top of Fig.1 is insuÆ ient to push the re eived signal outside
the de ision boundary of the transmitted odeword (bottom gure).
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In the top gure we illustrate what happens when a word is transmitted
without error- orre tion. White ir les represent possible word ve tors, the bla k
ir le represents the word to be sent. The hannel noise orrupts the original word,
represented by a drift in the top right pi ture. The dashed ir les indi ate de ision
boundaries in the re eiver; in the ase depi ted, the orruption leads to a transmission
error. In the bottom gure we show qualitatively an error orre tion me hanism. The
redundant information hanges the spa e geometry, in reasing the distan e between
words. The same drift as in the top gure does not result in a transmission error.

Figure 1.

Good odes should be as short as possible, yet should learly allow for a large
number of odewords (for a large set of words) and de ision spheres must be as large as
possible (for large error- orre tion apability). The general oding problem onsists of
optimizing one of these on i ting requirements given the other two.
1.2. Low-Density Parity-Che k Codes

For long, the best pra ti al odes known were variants of Reed-Solomon odes
whi h form the basis for most urrent te hnologi al standards (e.g., in deepspa e ommuni ations [MS77, VO79℄). The situation has hanged dramati ally
about a de ade ago with the introdu tion of Turbo odes [BGT93℄. These odes
are omposed of two onvolutional odes working in parallel and show pra ti al
performan e lose to Shannon's bound when de oded with iterative methods known
as probability propagation [Pea88℄ or belief propagation; these iterative methods were
rst studied in the ontext of oding by Wiberg [Wib96℄ (ex luding Gallager's original
formulation [Gal62, Gal63℄). The area experien ed a se ond dramati development
when Gallager's low-density parity- he k odes have been redis overed by Ma Kay and
Neal in 1995 [MN95, Ma 99℄; this led to renewed a tivity in the general area of lowdensity parity- he k odes (LDPC) [RU01a, RSU01, LMSS01℄ leading to the design of
re ord breaking odes (e.g., [Chu00, Dav99, Dav98℄) and greater understanding of their
properties.
Gallager odes were rst proposed in 1962 [Gal62, Gal63℄ and then were all but
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forgotten soon after due to omputational limitations of the time and due to the su ess
of onvolutional odes. LDPC odes are mu h easier to understand and analyse than
Turbo odes, and arguably represent the future of error- orre tion. Throughout this
review paper we on entrate on LDPC error orre ting odes in general and Gallager
and Ma Kay-Neal odes in parti ular.
Statisti al Me hani s of Low Density Parity Che k Codes

1.3. Information Theory and Statisti al Me hani s of Coding

The study of error- orre ting odes is learly one of the main topi s in information
theory. While the main properties of ommuni ation hannels an be easily obtained
from simple entropi onsiderations [CT91℄, the onstru tion and analysis of pra ti al
odes, parti ularly LDPC odes of nite onne tivity, is rather diÆ ult. In most ases,
pra ti al and/or theoreti al limitations are derived, in the in nite odeword limit, in
the form of bounds as dire t average properties are diÆ ult to obtain.
The statisti al me hani s of odes represents a ompletely di erent approa h. By
exploiting similarities between error- orre ting odes and spin glass models, as well as
methods developed in the study of Ising spin systems, one arries out exa t averages
over ode ensembles, possible messages and noise ve tors to al ulate the free-energy of
a given system; studying its properties one obtains exa t results for their pra ti al and
theoreti al limitations.
In Se tion 2 we provide a general des ription of the ommuni ation hannels studied
and the notation used; in se tion 3 we brie y review several LDPC ode onstru tions,
followed by a more detailed review of re ent statisti al me hani s based analyses and
their relation to analyses arried out in the information theory ommunity (se tion 4).
In se tion 5 we fo us on analyti al methods for obtaining the theoreti al limitations of
odes used in the IT literature and their equivalents in the statisti al me hani s-based
approa h; appli ations of LDPC odes to a range of other problems in information
theory and ryptography will be reviewed in se tion 6 followed by a brief summary.
2. Communi ation Channels

A general ommuni ation s enario is des ribed in Fig.2(a). It is based on en oding a
K dimensional message s to an N dimensional odeword t whi h is then transmitted
through a noisy ommuni ation hannel. Codeword orruption during transmission an
be des ribed as a probabilisti pro ess de ned by the onditional probability P (r j t)
where t and r represent transmitted and re eived messages respe tively. We assume no
interferen e e e ts between odeword omponents,
binary messages/ odewords (f0; 1g)
QN
and a memoryless hannel, so that P (r j t) = i=1 P (ri j ti ). The re eived odeword r
is then de oded to retrieve the original message s. In this paper we will onsider several
hannel types des ribed s hemati ally in Figs.2(b)-(d), although other hannels an
also be onsidered and analysed using similar approa hes. The di eren es between the
various hannels stem from the orruption probability P (rj j tj ). The Binary Symmetri
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(a) Mathemati al model for a ommuni ation system. (b) Binary
Symmetri Channel (BSC). ( ) Binary Erasure Channel (BEC). (d) Real valued
symmetri hannels (Gaussian - AWGN, Lapla ian et .).

Figure 2.

Channel (BSC), des ribed s hemati ally in Fig.2(b), is de ned by binary input and
output alphabets and by the onditional probability
P (r 6= t j t) = p ; P (r = t j t) = 1 p :
(1)
In the Binary Erasure Channel (BEC) (Fig.2( )), binary odeword bits arrive
un orrupted with probability 1 p; no information is given in the ase of orruption as
indi ated by the '?' symbol. The onditional probability of a re eive bit being identi al
to the transmitted one is therefore P (r = t j t) = 1 p : In the ase of hannels
with real valued noise, des ribed in Fig.2(d), binary transmitted odeword bits be ome
real re eived values. Su h ommuni ation hannels are des ribed by some onditional
probability P (r j t); whi h, for instan e, in the ase of a Additive-White-Gaussian-Noise
hannel (AWGN), takes the form:
r t
1
(2)
P (r j t) = p 2 e  ;
2
where 2 represents the varian e of the Gaussian noise.
The maximal information per bit that the hannel an transport de nes the hannel
apa ity [CT91℄ and an be easily derived from entropi onsiderations; for perfe t
retrieval, the sour e ve tor binary entropy plus that of the noise ve tor must be smaller
than the odebook entropy. Sin e all odewords may be used with equal probability,
the latter (per symbol) equals the (base 2) logarithm of the alphabet size, i.e., 1 in the
ase of a binary alphabet f0; 1g. The entropy of any binary ve tor is al ulated dire tly
from the probability of having a value of 0/1. For instan e, for the binary noise ve tor
1 (
2

2

)2
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(1) the entropy per bit be omes
H2 (p) = p log2(p) (1 p) log2(1 p) ;
(3)
and the BSC apa ity is given by
CBSC = 1 H2 (p) ;
(4)
similarly, for the BEC the hannel apa ity is
CBEC = 1 p :
(5)
Channel apa ity expressions for real valued noisy hannels are slightly more omplex;
for instan e, Shannon's bound in the ase of AWGN is given by
1
(6)
CAWGN = log2 (1 + SNR) ;
2
where SNR is the signal to noise ratio, de ned as the ratio of energy per bit of the sour e
(squared amplitude) over the spe tral density of the noise (varian e). If one onstrains
the en oded bits to binary values f1g (binary-input additive-white-Gaussian-noise
hannel - BIAWGNC) the Zapa ity be omes:
Z
CBIAWGNC = dr P (r j 1) log2 P (r j 1)
dr P (r) log2 P (r);
(7)
where P (r j t) is as in equation (2).
The analysis presented in this paper fo uses on the binary symmetri hannel but
an be easily extended to other hannel types [KS99a, VSK99, TS03 , SvMS03, Mon01,
FLMRT02℄ that are arguably of greater pra ti al relevan e [VO79, CT91℄.
3. Low Density Parity Che k Codes

Parity he k odes have been used in various error- orre tion me hanisms almost from
the very beginning of the eld. One of the most well known parity he k me hanisms is
the Hamming ode [CT91℄ and its generalization to the family of linear odes.
Most pra ti al linear odes tend to o er a relatively low error prote tion for a given
transmission ratio, far below the Gilbert-Varshamov limit [Var57, Gil52℄, bounding
all linear odes. The performan e improves as the number of elements summed in
ea h he k grows; however, the de oding pro ess be omes omputationally hard and
unfeasible for a pra ti al odeword length.
3.1. Gallager's Code

LDPC odes have been originally introdu ed by Gallager in 1962 [Gal62℄. They rely
on a sparse linear transformation of binary messages at the de oding stage, making
it omputationally feasible; while en oding relies on a dense matrix generated by the
inverse of the sparse linear transformation. The signi an e of Gallager's dis overy was
not fully appre iated at the time due to the limited omputing resour es at the time
as well as the in reasing popularity of onvolutional odes that require only a simple
system of shift registers to operate e e tively.
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Gallager's ode is de ned by a binary matrix H = [A j B ℄, on atenating two
very sparse matri es known to both sender and re eiver, with B (of dimensionality
(N K )  (N K )) being invertible and A of dimensionality (N K )  K . The
matrix H an be either random or stru tured, hara terized by the number of non-zero
elements per row/ olumn. These numbers, whi h we denote as k and j respe tively,
an be onstants for all rows/ olumns (de ning a regular ode) or may vary from row
to row (or olumn to olumn) giving rise to an irregular ode.
Irregular odes show superior performan e with respe t to regular onstru tions [RU01a, RSU01, KS99b, KS00b, VSK00b℄ if they are onstru ted arefully. However, to simplify the presentation, we fo us here on regular onstru tions; the generalization of the methods presented here to irregular onstru tions is straightforward [VSK02, VSK00b℄.
En oding refers to the mapping of a K dimensional binary ve tor s 2 f0; 1gK
(original message) to N dimensional odewords t 2 f0; 1gN (N > K ) by the linear
produ t
t = GT s (mod 2) ;
(8)
where all operations are performed in the eld f0; 1g and are indi ated by (mod 2). The
generator matrix is of the form
G = [I j B 1 A℄ (mod 2) ;
(9)
where I is the K  K identity matrix. By onstru tion HGT = 0 (mod 2) and the
rst K bits of t orrespond to the original message s. Note that the generator matrix is
dense and ea h transmitted parity- he k arries information about O(K ) message bits.
In the ase of unbiased messages, with equal bit probability of having the values 1
and 0, the ode rate orresponds to the ratio of message to odeword bits R = K=N .
Counting the number of unit elements in the matrix H one easily establishes the relation
j = (1 K=N )k, from whi h the ode rate expression R = (1 j=k) an be derived. In
the ase of biased messages one should repla e the number of bits K by the logarithm
(base 2) of the orresponding entropy.
To demonstrate the way in whi h Gallager's ode is utilized we onsider the BSC,
where the en oded ve tor t is orrupted by a noise ve tor n 2 f0; 1gN with omponents
independently drawn from
P (n) = (1 p) Æ (n) + p Æ (n 1) :
(10)
The re eived ve tor takes the form
r = GT s + n (mod 2) :
(11)
De oding is arried out by multiplying the re eived message by the matrix H to
produ e the syndrome ve tor
z = H r = H n (mod 2) :
(12)
De oding refers to nding an estimate of n knowing z and H ; this of ourse enables
one to obtain the original message ve tor s (the rst K bits of r + n (mod 2)). The
following estimators may be employed in prin iple:
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 Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) - based on sele ting the noise ve tor of the
lowest weight (smallest number of '1's) that obeys all parity he ks (12); this
orresponds to mapping the re eived ve tor onto the nearest odeword. It also
implies the maximization of the posterior probability P (njz; H ). The noise ve tor
MAP estimator, whi h is also the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the
odeword, minimizes the blo k error probability [Iba99℄ (i.e., of having any errors
in a de oded message) but is omputationally demanding and annot be used in
pra ti e.
 Marginal Posterior Maximizer (MPM) - sele ting the most probable noisebit estimator, while marginalizing over all other bits (i.e., summing up over the
probabilities of all other variables). This relies on hoosing the right prior for
the estimated noise ve tor bits; it has the property of minimizing the bit error
probability [Iba99℄ (the average error probability per bit) . MPM is in general
equally diÆ ult to MAP de oding. However, good approximation methods exist
for odes that an be mapped onto sparse graphs, leading to su essful de oding in
a broad range of noise values.
In pra ti e, de oding is arried out mainly by employing some message passing algorithm
su h as Belief Propagation (BP) [Pea88℄ (also known as probability propagation,
Bayesian networks) and its variations.
Irregular Gallager odes de oded using BP o er the best performan e to date; these
results follow from the work of [RSU01, RU01a, RU01b℄.
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3.2. Sourlas Code

In 1989 Sourlas pointed to the relation between simple LDPC odes and spin-glass
models [Sou89℄. Although the odes presented by Sourlas are of limited pra ti al
relevan e they made a signi ant ontribution to establishing the links between
statisti al me hani s and information theory.
The ode presented by Sourlas is strongly related to both Gallager and MN odes. It
is based on a regular generator matrix G giving rise to a odeword in the form (11). The
de oding problem an be mapped to known physi al systems, Sourlas's original paper
fo uses on the SK [SK75, KS78℄ and random energy models [Der81, Saa98℄, where their
performan e an be analysed.
The results presented are of little pra ti al signi an e sin e sparse generator
matri es of the form presented (e.g., with two non-vanishing elements per row, k = 2)
result in a non-vanishing error probability; while using dense generator matri es, whi h
would potentially allow for a perfe t retrieval of messages, is unfeasible due to de oding
diÆ ulties (in fa t, de oding odes with k  3 is already diÆ ult).
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3.3. MN Code

Ma Kay and Neal introdu ed the MN odes in 1995 [MN95, Ma 99℄, a variation on
Gallager odes whi h they dis overed independently, giving rise to renewed interest in
LDPC odes.
MN odes are de ned by two very sparse matri es; the main di eren e with respe t
to Gallager odes is that information on both noise and signal is in orporated to the
syndrome ve tor. Both en oding and de oding follow a similar pro edure as in (8)-(12)
ex ept that the generator and de oding matri es take a di erent form.
The generator matrix G is an N  K dense matrix de ned by
G = B 1 A (mod 2) ;
(13)
with B being an N  N binary invertible sparse matrix and A an N  K binary sparse
matrix. Also MN odes ome in both regular and irregular forms; again, for brevity we
on entrate here on regular odes, where the number of unit elements per row/ olumn
in A is k and j respe tively, and l in B (for both row/ olumn).
Using ommuni ation through a BSC as an example, the transmitted ve tor t is
then orrupted by a binary noise ve tor n 2 f0; 1gN as in (10) and the re eived ve tor
takes the same form as in (11). De oding is performed by matrix multipli ation of the
orrupted odeword by the matrix B , giving rise to the syndrome ve tor
z = B r = As + B r (mod 2) :
(14)
Estimating the original message and noise ve tor from the syndrome z and matri es A
and B is arried out in the same way as in Gallager odes.
Spe i onstru tions of MN odes, espe ially those using Galois elds, rather than
the basi binary representation, show very good performan e [Dav99, Dav98℄.
3.4. Designing Capa ity Approa hing Codes

The main breakthrough in the design of apa ity approa hing odes ame with the work
of Ri hardson and Urbanke [RSU01℄. They analysed a BP-based de oding me hanism,
by onsidering a ma ros opi representation of the lo al elds, in the form of probability
distributions. The method, termed density evolution (DE), is employed for analyzing
the de oding pro ess and used to derive stability onditions whi h fa ilitate the design of
apa ity approa hing odes. In fa t, DE is similar to the Bethe approximation [MPV87℄
used in the study of diluted systems. The relation between BP, density evolution and
the Bethe approximation has been pointed out in [KS98, VSK00a, YFW02℄ (see also
se tion 4.4). Later on, Chung et al [CRU01℄ presented a Gaussian-based approximated
DE and applied it to the design of apa ity approa hing odes.
Both DE and its Gaussian-based approximated version are aimed at designing
irregular onstru tions, we will therefore not review them in detail, but rather point
to the similarities between them and the statisti al me hani s approa h [VSK02℄.
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3.5. Turbo odes

The ex iting developments in the area of LDPC odes were pre eded by the dis overy
of another family of apa ity approa hing odes - the Turbo odes [BGT93℄. The
introdu tion of Turbo odes reated ex itement in the information theory ommunity
as they represented a step in rease in performan e towards saturating Shannon's limit,
with respe t to previous re ord holders - BCH and Reed-Solomon odes [M Eon℄.
Turbo ode is a variant of re ursive onvolutional odes; the latter are based on
shift registers (two in most ases, but more in general), used to generate odewords by
a re ursive onvolution of message bits. Various stru tures an be used in general,
although in most ases, the odeword omprises the original message segment and
re ursively onvoluted segments of it. De oding an be arried out in various ways, in
onjun tion with the onvolution me hanism; for instan e by employing BP te hniques
for nding the most probable message bits [Fre98, FM98℄.
In the ase of turbo odes two ve tors, representing the original message and a
permuted version of it, are used as inputs in a re ursive onvolutional pro edure for
generating the odeword. The de oding pro ess exploits orrelations between bits of
the message ve tor and of the permuted ve tor, to obtain an estimate of the original
message.
An additional advantage of turbo odes is that they an be easily implemented
using simple ele troni ir uits (shift registers); the drawba k is that they are diÆ ult
to analyse and systemati ally improve. Turbo odes were also analysed using methods
of statisti al me hani s [MS00, Mon00℄. A brief des ription of onvolutional me hani s
ontext, an be found in [Nis01℄.
4. Statisti al Me hani s of Coding

The link between error orre ting odes and statisti al me hani s was rst pointed out by
Sourlas [Sou89℄. He mapped a simple parity he k ode onto spin glass models [Sou89℄,
fo using on the SK [SK75℄ and random energy models [Der81, Saa98℄ and showing that
the latter an be viewed as an ideal ode apable of saturating Shannon's bound at
vanishing ode rates (without taking into a ount pra ti al de oding onsiderations).
A few papers relating spin glass models and oding have been published sin e then
and before the renewed interest in LDPC odes. Among them one should mention
several studies of nite temperature de oding [Ruj93, Nis93, Sou94℄ and the analysis of
onvolutional odes via transfer-matrix methods and power series expansions [AL95℄.
The redis overy of LDPC odes brought with it ex itement also to the statisti al
me hani s ommunity. After extending Sourlas's work to the ase of nite ode
rates [KS99a, VSK99℄, regular and irregular MN [KMS00b, MKSV00, VSK00b,
KMSV00℄ and Gallager [VSK00a, VSK01, Mon01, KSNS01, vMSK01, vMSK02, NKS01℄
odes have been studied using statisti al me hani s, and a link between the two
frameworks has been established [KS98, VSK02, FLMRT02℄. Insight gained from the
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statisti al me hani s analysis also ontributed to the design of highly eÆ ient irregular
odes [KS99b, KS00b, KS00a, VSK02℄.
The similarity between Ising spin models and LDPC odes stems from the
formulation of the de oding problem. Employing the isomorphism between the additive
Boolean group (f0; 1g; ) and the multipli ative binary group (f+1; 1g; ), whereby
every addition in the Boolean group orresponds to a unique produ t in the binary
group and vi e-versa, one an map the de oding problem to a Gibbs distribution by
onstru ting an appropriate Hamiltonian.
The de oding problem depends on posteriors like P ( j r), where r is the
observation (re eived message or syndrome ve tor) and  is a andidate estimate of the
unknown original message s (or alternatively the noise ve tor from whi h an estimate
of the noise an be obtained). Applying Bayes' theorem this posterior takes the form:
1 exp [ln P (r j  ) + ln P ( )℄ ;
(15)
P ( j r) =
Z (r)
Statisti al Me hani s of Low Density Parity Che k Codes

where and are hyper-parameters assumed to des ribe features like the en oding
s heme, sour e distribution and noise level. This form suggests the following family of
Gibbs measures ( being the inverse temperature):
1
P ( j r) = exp [ H ( ; r)℄
(16)
Z
H ( ; r) = ln P (r j  ) ln P ( ):
(17)
The re eived orrupted odeword depends on the oding me hanism and hannel noise,
both of whi h represent the quen hed disorder in the system.
The MAP estimator of s is learly obtained at the ground state of the Hamiltonian,
i.e. by the sign of thermal averages sbMAP
= sgn(hj i !1) at zero temperature.
j
The MPM estimator orresponds to the sign of thermal averages bsMPM
=
j
sgn(hj i =1) at a nite temperature, where true prior probability is assumed [Iba99℄.
This orresponds to using the Nishimori ondition [Nis80, Nis93, Nis01, Ruj93℄; and in
the notation we use here to a temperature = 1.
4.1. Gallager's Code

To provide a more detailed des ription of the analysis we have to fo us on a spe i
ode and hannel noise. We will explain the analysis for Gallager's ode and the BSC;
the analysis of the MN ode and other hannel types follows along the same lines.
A key point is the de nition of an appropriate Hamiltonian; this an be done in
various ways. We identify two main omponents in the Hamiltonians that are ne essary
for the analyses of all LDPC odes: a term that guarantees that all parity he ks are
satis ed and a prior term that provides some statisti al information on the dynami al
variables ( ). In the ase of a BSC, the Hamiltonian takes the form:
X

H=





 z = [H  ℄



F

N
X
j =1

j ;

(18)
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The parity he ks  z = [H  ℄ = 0 if parity he k  is obeyed by the ve tor 
and  () = 1 otherwise; this orresponds to the parity he ks (12). The oeÆ ient
F = (1=2) ln[(1 p)=p℄, in onjun tion with the appropriate hoi e of temperature
= 1, orresponds to the orre t prior assumption for the noise variables  .
An expli it expression for  () in this ase takes the form


X
Dhi ik i (Jhi ik i i    ik 1)
(19)
 z = [H  ℄ = lim
!1
hi1 ik i

1

1

1

where the tensor J represents the un orrupted syndrome (12) in the binary (1)
representation Jhi ;i :::iK i = ni ni : : : nik (ordered indi es) and the tensor D represents
the onne tivities of the matrix H ; it takes the value 1 if the orresponding noise ve tor
indi es are hosen (i.e., all orresponding indi es of the matrix H are 1) and 0 otherwise.
For the time being we assume some xed value for , but later on we will take the limit
! 1 to obtain the desired properties of  ().
To simplify the analysis and de ouple the two quen hed variables (true noise ve tor
n and the parity he k matrix H ) we use the gauge transformation i 7! ini and
Jhi ik i 7! Jhi ik i ni    nik = 1 . This maps any general message to the ase ni = 1
8i (ferromagneti on guration). We rewrite the Hamiltonian in the form:
1 2

1

1

1

2

1

X

H ( ) =

hi1 ik i

Dhi ik i (i    ik 1) F
1

1

N
X
i=1

ni  i :

(20)

On e the Hamiltonian has been de ned one an al ulate the free energy of the
system and study emerging solutions for various hoi es of the parameters k; j and
levels of hannel noise.
Two main methods an be employed for arrying out the analysis, the
repli a method for diluted systems [KMS00b, MKSV00, FLMRT02℄ and the Bethe
approximation [VSK99℄. In all al ulations arried out under the Nishimori
ondition, the dominant solution is known to be obtained under the repli a symmetry
(RS) assumption [NS01℄, providing similar results to those obtained by the Bethe
approximation [VSK99℄.
Analyzing the typi al performan e of Gallager odes is
based on similar studies of diluted systems [WS87a℄. The aim is to ompute the free
energy:
1 hln Zi where, Z = Tr exp ( H ( ; n)) : (21)
F = 1 Nlim
D;n

!1 N
from whi h the typi al ma ros opi (thermodynami ) behaviour an be obtained using
the Hamiltonian (20). Quen hed averages are arried out over the onne tivity tensor
D and the true noise ve tor n under the following onstraints: The onne tivity tensor
Dhi ik i 2 f0; 1g is a random symmetri tensor with the properties:
X
X
Dhi ik i = N K
Dhi =l;;ik i = j 8l;
(22)
4.1.1. Repli a Cal ulation -

1

hi1 ik i

1

hi1 =l;;ik i

1
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orresponding to the sele tion of N K sets of indi es. Noise ve tor bits ni take the
values 1=1 with probabilities p=1 p respe tively.
To arry out the al ulation one may use the repli a approa h
1  lnhZ ni :
F = 1 Nlim
(23)
D;n
!1 N  n n=0
Averages over the onne tivity tensor h(  )iD and noise ve tor n take the forms:
0
1
N
X
Y
X
Æ
Dhi =l;;iki j A (  )
h(  )iD = N1
fDg l=1
hi =l;i ;;ik i
#
"
N I
XY
1
dZl 1 Phi l;i ;;ik i Dhi l;;ik i
(  ) ; (24)
=N
2i Zlj+1 Zl
fDg l=1
and
X
h(  )in =
[(1 p) Æ(n 1) + p Æ(n + 1)℄ (  )
(25)
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1

1

2

1=

1=

2

n= 1;+1

respe tively. Computing the averages and introdu ing auxiliary variables (order
parameters) through the identity
!
Z
N
X
1
dq  m Æ q  m
Zi i     i m = 1
(26)
N
1

1

1

i

gives rise to the following expression (details of the al ulation an be found in [VSK02,
MKSV00℄):
hZ iD;n = N1
n

N



I

Z 

n
X
m=0 h

dq0 dqb0
2i
X
1

 m i

dZ exp
2i

n
Y



dq dqb
=1 2i

q  m qb 
1

1

m

!

3
5

2

exp

N
Y
i=1

4N

n
k X

X

k! m=0 h  m i

Trf

h P
P
Z nm=0 h 1  m i qb 1  m
Z j +1

"*

g



1

Tm qk  m

1

exp



"

F n
m

1

n
X
=1

i3
5

;

#+


n

(27)

oshn( ) tanhm ( ) and N is a normalization fa tor.

where Tm = e n

The repli a symmetri ansatz onsists in assuming
the following form for theZ order parameters:
Z
m
(28)
qb  m = dxb b(xb) xbm :
q  m = dx  (x) x
By performing the limit ! 1, using (28) in (27), omputing the normalization
onstant N , integrating in the omplex variable Z , omputing the tra e and using the

4.1.2. Repli a Symmetri Solution 1

1

14
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repli a identity, n ! 0, one nds:

Z
1
j
F=
Extr;b k ln2 + j
j
k

Z Y
k

i=1
Z Y
j
i=1

dxj  (xj ) ln(1 +

dxbi b(xbi )

*

ln

"

dxdxb  (x) b(xb) ln(1 + xxb)

k
Y

xi )

(29)

i=1
j
Y
X
 Fn

=1

e

i=1

(1 + xbi )

#+ )

:
n

Variation with respe t to the parameters yields the saddle-point equations:
b(xb) =
 (x) =

"

Z kY1
i=1
Z Y
j 1
l=1

kY1

dxi  (xi ) Æ xb
dxbl b(xbl )

i=1

* "

#

tanh

Æ x

(30)

xi
Fn

+

j 1
X
l=1

atanh xbl

!#+

;
n

where = 1 and F = 21 ln ( 1 p p ) (Nishimori temperature) for MPM de oding in BSC.
One of the most important
ma ros opi parameters we would like to nd is the
PN
1
typi al overlap  = h N i=1 ni nbj iD;n between the estimate nbi = sgn(hii ) and the
a tual noise ni; this anZ be al ulated from
 = dh P (h) sgn(h)
(31)
P (h) =

Z Y
j
l=1

dxbl b(xbl )

* "

Æ h

tanh

Fn

+

j
X
l=1

atanh xbl

!#+

:
n

To study the various phases of the system one should rst
solve the saddle point equations (30). In most ases this requires resorting to numeri al
methods, ex ept for some expe ted states su h as the ferromagneti and paramagneti
solutions. For instan e, the free energy for the ferromagneti state (F), where
 (x) = Æ [x 1℄
b (xb) = Æ [xb 1℄ ;
(32)
and at Nishimori's temperature, is simply F = F (1 2p), with overlap  = 1.
The ferromagneti solution is the only stable solution up to a spe i noise level pd, whi h
identi es the dynami al transition noise level, where meta-stable states rst appear.
Above pd, numeri al al ulations show the emergen e of a se ond stable solution with
 < 1 (suboptimal ferromagneti ); and omputationally eÆ ient de oding algorithms
annot identify the dominant solution in feasible time s ales. A sket h des ribing the
dependen e of the free energy lands ape on the noise level is shown in Fig.3(a) together
with a typi al numeri ally-obtained suboptimal ferromagneti solution (Fig.3(b)) for
k = 4, j = 3 and p = 0:2. The ferromagneti state is always a stable solution of
(30) and is present for all hoi es of noise level and onstru tion parameters j and k.
It remains dominant up to the thermodynami transition point p , above whi h, the

4.1.3. Typi al Performan e -

F

F

F
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suboptimal ferromagneti solution be omes the global minimum dominating the system
thermodynami s. The identi ation of both transition points pd and p provides a
omplete des ription of the typi al performan e of in nitely long Gallager odes.
Transitions for Gallager odes with k = 6 ompared with Shannon's bound (dashed
line), the information theory upper bound (full line) and thermodynami transition
points obtained numeri ally (Æ) are shown in Fig.4(a). The thermodynami transition
point obtained p oin ides, within the numeri al pre ision, with the information
theoreti upper bound [Ma 99℄. The ferromagneti and suboptimal ferromagneti free
energies are shown in Fig.4(b), for k = 4 and R = 1=4, de ning the riti al points pd
and p .
However, the suboptimal ferromagneti solution has been obtained under the RS
ansatz; one an show that above pd its entropy be omes negative and, therefore,
unphysi al (at p the entropy of the suboptimal ferromagneti state be omes positive
again). This is a lear indi ation that the repli a symmetri solution be omes unstable.
A 1-step repli a symmetry breaking ansatz has been employed in [FLMRT02℄ to obtain
the solution and omplexity of the suboptimal ferromagneti state and to identify the
exa t dynami al transition point pd . The al ulation, that onsidered both BSC and
BEC, but fo uses on the latter, leads to the same result as that obtained by the RS
al ulation.
To study the dynami al transition, Franz et al [FLMRT02℄ al ulated the number of
meta-stable states with a given energy density , for the BEC, using established methods
from the physi s of disordered systems [Mon95, FP95℄. The number of metastable states
Statisti al Me hani s of Low Density Parity Che k Codes
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(a) Pi torial representation of the RS free energy lands ape hanging with
the noise level p. Up to p there is only one stable state F orresponding to the
ferromagneti state with  = 1. At p , a se ond stable suboptimal ferromagneti state
F 0 emerges with  < 1, as the noise level in reases, oexisten e is attained at p .
Above p , F 0 be omes the global minimum dominating the system thermodynami s.
(b) Numeri ally obtained suboptimal ferromagneti solution F' (x) for the ase k = 4,
j = 3 and p = 0:2. Cir les orrespond to the experimental histogram obtained by
de oding with BP in 100 runs for 10 di erent random onne tivity matri es.
Figure 3.
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(a) Transitions for Gallager odes with k = 6 ompared with
Shannon's bound (dashed line), the information theory upper bound (full line) and
thermodynami transition obtained numeri ally (Æ). Transitions obtained by Montearlo integration of the saddle point equations (3) and by simulations of BP de oding
(+, M = 5000 averaged over 20 runs) are also shown. Symbols are hosen larger than
the error bars. (b) Free-energies for k = 4, j = 3 and R = 1=4. The full line orresponds
to the free energy of thermodynami states. Up to p only the ferromagneti state is
present. The ferromagneti state then dominates the thermodynami s up to p , where
thermodynami oexisten e with suboptimal ferromagneti states takes pla e. Dashed
lines orrespond to RS free-energies of non-dominant meta-stable states.
Figure 4.

d

an be des ribed as
NMS ()  eN () ;
(33)
where () de nes the omplexity. Figure 5 shows a plot of the resulting omplexity
urves for three di erent values of the erasure probability p in the ase of a BEC
and a (6; 3) regular ode (an \almost fa torized" variational ansatz has been used for
al ulating the 1-step RSB free energy). The pi ture that emerges is as follows:
 In the low noise region (p < pd ), no meta-stable states exist and lo al sear h
algorithms are able to re over the erased bits.
 In the intermediate noise region (pd < p < p ) an exponentially large number of
meta-stable states appear with energy densities  in the range s <  < d , de ning
the stati and dynami energies, with s > 0. The best estimated odeword, given
the orrupted one, is the original transmitted odeword; however, lo al algorithms
fail to nd the best estimate due to a large number of meta-stable solutions.
 Above p we have s = 0 and a fra tion of the metastable states onsists of valid

0.4
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The omplexity () for (from top to bottom) p = 0:45 (below p ),
= 0:5, and p = 0:55 (above p ); al ulated for the ase of a BEC and a (6; 3)
regular ode (Copied under permission from S. Franz, M. Leone, A. Montanari and
F. Ri i-Tersenghi, The Dynami Phase Transition for De oding Algorithms, Phys.
Rev. E 66, 046120, (2002)[FLMRT02℄. Copyright (2002) by the Ameri an Physi al
So iety.).

Figure 5.

p

odewords. Moreover, (0) (whi h gives the number of su h odewords) oin ides
with the omplexity of the paramagneti entropy [FLMRT02℄.
4.2. Ma Kay-Neal Codes

The analysis of MN odes is quite similar to that of Gallager's odes, the only
di eren e being the onsideration of both message and noise ve tors in onstru ting
the appropriate Hamiltonian whi h, after gauging, takes the form
X
H (;  ; s; n) =
Dhiri (i    ik r    rl 1)
1

hir i

Fs

k
X
i=1

si i

Fn

N
X
r=1

1

(34)

nr r ;

where hiri is a shorthand for hi1    ik r1    rl i; Fs and Fn orrespond to the respe tive
Nishimori onditions (Fs = 0 in the ase of unbiased messages).
A similar analysis to that of Gallager odes results in the following expression for
the free energy
Z
n
1
Extrfb;;b;g ln 2 + j dx (x) dxb b(xb) ln(1 + xxb)
F=
+

l

Z

dy (y ) dyb b(yb) ln(1 + y yb)

Z "Y
k
i=1

dxi  (xi )

#"

l
Y
r=1

dyr (yr )

#

ln 1 +

k
Y
i=1

xi

l
Y
r=1

!

yr
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Z "Y
j

dxbi b(xbi )

i=1
Z "Y
l
r=1

#*

ln

#*

( )

dybr b ybr

"

X

es

=1
"
X

ln

=1

Fs

j
Y
i=1

en Fn

#+

(1 + xbi)

l
Y
r=1
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s
#+

(1 + ybr )

o

;

n

where = N=K = j=k, and b; ; ;b  orrespond to RS order parameters obtained for
both signal and noise ve tors, respe tively, in the same manner as in se tion 4.1.2. Full
details of the al ulation an be found in [VSK02, MKSV00℄.
The theoreti al framework employed for both odes is very similar; however, the
solutions obtained analyti ally and numeri ally show some interesting di eren es. In
the ase of biased messages (Fs 6= 0), the results obtained are qualitatively similar to
those obtained for Gallager odes, but a di erent pi ture emerges when the messages
are unbiased, summarized in Fig.6 for the ases k = 1; 2 and k  3.
Arguably the most intriguing solution is for the ase of k  3, suggesting that
all regular MN odes with k  3 are theoreti ally apable of saturating Shannon's
limit [KMS00b, MKSV00℄. This result has been re eived with great surprise by the
information theory ommunity as it is believed that saturating Shannon's limit is only
possible by LDPC odes of in nite onne tivity [Ma 99, SU03℄. One intuitive argument
that we an o er [vMSK02℄ is to do with the randomness of the syndrome ve tor:
Any nite onne tivity Gallager ode takes modulo 2 sums of elements sampled from
a biased noise ve tor and therefore produ es a slightly biased syndrome ve tor; it will
only be ome unbiased on e the number of elements sampled diverges. In MN odes,
on the other hand, ea h syndrome bit is obtained from a ombination of biased (noise)
and unbiased (message) bits, and is therefore truly unbiased even when the number of
sampled bits is small.
4.3. Other Channels

Extending the analysis above to other hannel types is straightforward. The AWGN
has been studied in a very similar ontext in [Ruj93, KS99a, NW99, Mon01, TS03 ℄.
Ea h real valued odeword bit an be interpreted as an e e tive ip rate, leading to a
similar Hamiltonian
N
NX
K 
 X
log p(iyi):
(35)
H =  z = [H  ℄
=1

i=1

where the last term represents the re eived real valued ve tor y and the e e tive ip noise
ve tor  . It is the log-likelihood ratio h(yj )  (1=2) log(p(yj )=p( yj )) of the hannel
noise yj that serves as the external eld a ting on site j ; the hannel hara teristi s
de ne the eld distribution. Analyzing the e e t of having di erent ommuni ation
hannels on the ode properties, therefore redu es to investigating the e e t of di erent
eld distributions on the physi al properties of the system. For instan e, for the AWGN,
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Figure 6. Figures in the left side show s hemati representations free energy
lands apes while gures on the right show overlaps  a fun tion of the noise level p; thi k
and thin lines denote stable solutions of lower and higher free energies respe tively,
dashed lines orrespond to unstable solutions. (a) k  3 or l  3, k > 1. The solid
line in the horizontal axis represents the phase where the ferromagneti solution (F,
 = 1) is thermodynami ally dominant. The paramagneti solution (P,  = 0) be omes
dominant at p , that oin ides with the hannel apa ity. (b) k = 2 and l = 2 - The
ferromagneti solution and its mirror image are the only minima of the free energy up
to p (solid line). Above p sub-optimal ferromagneti solutions (F',  < 1) emerge.
The thermodynami transition o urs at p3 is below the maximum noise level given by
the hannel apa ity, whi h implies that these odes do not saturate Shannon's bound
even if optimally de oded. ( ) k = 1 - The solid line in the horizontal axis represents the
range of noise levels where the ferromagneti state (F) is the only minimum of the free
energy. The sub-optimal ferromagneti state (F') appears in the region represented by
the dashed line. The dynami al transition is denoted by p , where F' rst appears. For
higher noise levels, the system be omes bistable and an additional unstable solution of
the saddle point equations ne essarily appears. The thermodynami al transition o urs
at the noise level p1 (smaller than Shannon's limit) where F' be omes dominant.
d

d
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µ
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Figure 7.

j = 4.

First step in the onstru tion of Husimi a tus with k = 3 and onne tivity

this redu es to (for a detailed des ription see [TS03 ℄)
r

 2 (h
2 e

(36)
The al ulation then follows in a similar way to those des ribed previously and
produ es qualitatively the same results for all hannels studied [TS03 ℄; the exa t
numeri al details hange from hannel to hannel. Several di erent hannels for both
Gallager and MN odes, in a broad parameter range, have been examined in [TS03 ℄;
among the hannels studied: the binary-input additive-white-Gaussian-noise hannel
(BIAWGNC), the binary-input Lapla e hannel (BILC) and the general binary-input
output-symmetri (BIOS) memoryless hannel.
pAWGN (h) =

 2 )2 =2

2

:

4.4. The Bethe Approximation

An alternative method for arrying out the analysis is by employing the Bethe
approximation [WS87b℄ (also termed TAP for diluted systems [KS98, VSK99, VSK02℄
and Husimi a tus [VSK00a℄) that is exa tly solvable [Guj95, BL82, RK92, Gol91℄. It
assumes a tree-like graph of onne tivity j and a polygon of k verti es with one Ising
spin in ea h vertex. All spins in a polygon intera t through a single oupling element
D, where  represents a shorthand notation for a sele tion of indi es hi1    ik i; one
of the spins is alled the base spin (generation 0), as shown in Fig.7. In a generi
step, the base spins of the (j 1)(k 1) polygons in generation t 1 are atta hed
to k 1 verti es of a polygon in the next generation t. This pro ess is iterated until
a maximum generation tmax is rea hed, the graph is then ompleted by atta hing j
un orrelated bran hes of tmax generations at their base spins. In this way ea h spin
inside the graph is onne ted to j polygons exa tly. The lo al magnetization at the
entre mi an be obtained by xing boundary (initial) onditions in the 0-th generation
and iterating the related re ursion equations until generation tmax is rea hed. Carrying
out the al ulation in the thermodynami limit orresponds to having tmax  ln N
generations and N ! 1.
We adopt here the approa h presented in [RK92℄ for obtaining re ursion relations.
The probability distribution Pi (i) for the base spin of the polygon  is onne ted to
(j 1)(k 1) distributions Pl (l ), with  2 G (l) n  (the set of all polygons linked to l
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but ) of polygons in the previous generation:
2 0
1
Y
1
Pi (i ) = Trfl g exp 4 J i
l 1 A +
N
l2L()ni
Y
Y

Pl (l );

3

(37)

F i 5

 2G (l)n l2L()ni

where L() denotes the polygon  of the latti e and the tra e is over the spins l su h
that l 2 L() n i; J represents the orresponding syndrome ve tor.
Cal ulating the e e tive eld xbl on a base spin l due to neighbours in polygon
 , taking ! 1 and = 1, one obtains the e e tive lo al magnetization due to
intera tions with the nearest neighbours in one bran h mb l = tanh(xbl ), where
2

xbi = atanh 4J

Y
l2L()ni

tanh(F +

X
 2G (l)n

3

xbl )5

(38)

The e e tive lo al eld on a base spin l of a polygon  due to j 1 bran hes in the
previous generation and due to the external eld is
X
xl = F +
xbl :
(39)
 2G (l)n

The set of equations (38-39) an be rewritten in terms of mb l and ml [Ma 99, KS98,
KF98℄
0

mi = tanh F +
m
b i = J

Y
l2L()ni

X
 2G (l)n

1

atanh (mb i)A
(40)

ml

giving rise to a losed set of iterative equations (identi al to those of BP) that an also
be used for de oding. Iterating the oupled set of equations (40) one onverges to a
stable minimum and an ompute the following approximated free energy:
F (fmi; mb i g) =

NX
K X

ln(1 + mr mb r )

=1 r2L()
2
N
Y
X
4 F
l=1

ln e

2G (l)

(1 + mb l ) + e

NX
K
=1
F

ln(1 + J

Y
2G (l)

(1

Y
r2L()
3

mr )

m
b l )5 :

(41)

Equations (40) represent the interdependen e of mi ros opi quantities; a
ma ros opi des ription an be onstru ted by retaining only statisti al information
about the system, namely by des ribing the evolution of histograms of variables xi and
xbi .
Assuming that the e e tive elds xi and xbi are random variables independently
sampled from the distributions P (x) and Pb(xb) respe tively, and that ni is sampled from
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P (n) = (1 p) Æ (n 1) + p Æ (n + 1), one an then establish the following re ursion
relation in the spa e of probability distributions [BL82℄:
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Pt (x)

=

Pbt 1 (xb) =

Z

dn P (n)

Z kY1
l=1

Z Y
j 1
l=1

"

j 1
X

dxbl Pbt 1 (xbl ) Æ x F n
"

dxl Pt 1 (xl ) Æ xb

atanh

kY1
l=1

#

xbl

l=1
!#

tanh(xl )

(42)

;

where Pt(x) is the distribution of e e tive elds at the t-th generation due to the previous
generations and external elds; in the thermodynami limit the distribution far from
the boundary is P1(x) (generation t ! 1). The lo al eld distribution at the entral
site is omputed by repla ing j 1 by j in the rst equation (42):
P (h) =

Z

dn P (n)

Z Y
C
l=1

"

dxbl Pb1 (xbl ) Æ x F n

C
X
l=1

#

(43)

xbl :

It is easy to see that P1(x) and Pb1(xb) satisfy equations (30) obtained by the repli a
symmetri assumption [KMS00b, MKSV00, VSK00b℄ if the variables des ribing elds
are transformed to those of lo al magnetizations through x 7! tanh( x). It is therefore
not surprising that one obtains identi al results to those obtained using the RS analysis
and using BP de oding. In fa t, the DE method used extensively in the IT ommunity
for analyzing LDPC odes is similar to the ma ros opi iterative equations (42).
4.5. Weight and Magnetization Enumerators

A di erent approa h to analyzing properties of LDPC odes relies on a mi ros opi
al ulation where solution ve tors are for ed to lie on a shell de ned by the overlap
with the true solution (weight enumerator) or by a ertain magnetization value
(magnetization enumerator); both an be used to de ne riti al transition points of
LDPC odes. We fo us here on the magnetization enumerator (M); al ulations
involving the weight enumerator will be mentioned in se tion 5.2.
The orresponding Hamiltonian is similar to (20) ex ept for the se ond term that
de nes the magnetization shell (after gauging)
H ;m( ) =

X

hi1 ik i

Dhi ik i (i    ik 1) Æ
1

1

N
X
l=1

!

nl  l

m

:

(44)

Cal ulating the related entropy as a fun tion of the magnetization m provides an
intuitive and transparent explanation to the relation between di erent de oding s hemes
su h as typi al set de oding, MAP, and nite temperature de oding (MPM) [vMSK01,
vMSK02℄.
Carrying out the analysis along the same lines as before [Mon01, vMSK01,
vMSK02℄, one obtains expressions for the magnetization enumerator as a fun tion of m,
similar to those sket hed in Fig.8; from these plots one an provide a simple explanation
to the relation between various (theoreti al) de oding methods, and al ulate the
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a) p < p

M(m)

b) p = p

M(m)

m0 (p)

1

m

m+(p) 1

) p>p

m0 (p)

m

1

m+(p) 1

M(m)
m0 (p)

1

m

m+(p) 1

The qualitative pi ture of M(m)  0 (solid urve lines) for di erent values
of p. For MAP, MPM and typi al set de oding, only the relative values of m+(p)
and m0 (p) determine the riti al noise level. Dashed lines orrespond to the energy
ontribution of F at Nishimori's ondition ( = 1). The states with the lowest
free energy are indi ated by a point . a) Sub- riti al noise levels p < p , where
m+(p) < m0 (p), there are no solutions with higher magnetization than m0 (p), and
the orre t solution has the lowest free energy (free energy di eren e orresponds to
the distan e between the dashed line and the magnetization enumerator urve). b)
Criti al noise level p = p , where m+(p)= m0 (p). The minimal free energy of the suboptimal solutions oin ides with that of the orre t solution at Nishimori's ondition
(all meet at m+(p)= m0 (p)). ) Over- riti al noise levels p > p where many solutions
have a higher magnetization than the true typi al one. The minimal free energy of
sub-optimal solutions is lower than that of the true solution.

Figure 8.

thermodynami transition point p . The magnetization enumerator M(m) ( urved solid
line) takes positive values only in the interval [m (p); m+(p)℄; for even k, M(m) is an
even fun tion of m and m (p) = m+(p). The maximum value of M(m) is always
(1 R) ln(2) for Gallager odes, and R ln(2) for MN odes. The true noise n has the
typi al magnetization of the noise ve tor; in the ase of a BSC m(n)= m0 (p)=1 2p (the
typi al set magnetization is denoted by a dashed-dotted line). States with the lowest
free energy are denoted by a point ().
Sele tion of the best estimates by the various de oding s hemes an be summarized
as follows:
 Maximum likelihood (MAP) de oding - sele ts the solution ve tor  (obeying
all parity he ks) with the highest magnetization. As the noise level in reases, the
gap between m0 (p) and m+(p)) loses; the riti al noise level p is determined by
the ondition m+(p )= m0(p ).
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- is based on randomly sele ting a solution ve tor 
with the expe ted magnetization m( ) = m0(p) [AJK+01℄; an error is de lared
when there is no su h ve tor or when there are several solution ve tors with
magnetization m( ) = m0(p). The riti al noise level p is determined by the
ondition m+(p )= m0(p ), and is identi al to the point obtained by a MAP de oder.
 Finite temperature (MPM) de oding - Sele tion is based on a free energy
minimization [KMS00b℄, where an energy term F m( ) is added to the parity
he k term (20). Using the thermodynami relation F = U 1 S , being the
inverse temperature (Nishimori's ondition orresponds to setting = 1), U the
internal energy and S the entropy; the free energy of the sub-optimal solutions is
given by F (m)= F m 1 M(m) (for M(m)  0), while that of the true solution is
given by F m0 (p).
The sele tion pro ess is explained graphi ally in Fig.8. The energy di eren e
between sub-optimal solutions relative to that of the orre t solution, is given by the
dashed line of slope F through the point (m0(p); 0); to al ulate the free energy
of any suboptimal solution one should also onsider its entropy, represented by the
magnetization enumerator urve (the true solution is of zero entropy). Therefore,
the distan e between M(m) and the dashed line represents the di eren e between
the lowest free energy among suboptimal solutions and that of the true solution.
Solutions of magnetization m for whi h M(m) lies above/below this line, have a
lower/higher free energy, respe tively. The riti al noise level p is de ned by the
lowest p value for whi h there are sub-optimal solutions with a free energy equal to
F m0 (p) (i.e., a single onta t point between the dashed line and the magnetization
enumerator urve). It oin ides with the point obtained by MAP [MN00℄ and
typi al set de oding [vMSK02℄.
The riti al noise level is de ned by following the dependen e of m+ on the noise
level and nding the point m+(p )= m0 (p ) as des ribed in Fig.9; results obtained for the
riti al noise level in the ase of Gallager odes of various parameters are also shown (for
both quen hed and annealed al ulations of the free energy related to (44), denoted by
a subs ript a=q). The annealed approximation gives a mu h more pessimisti estimate
for p as it overestimates M by giving high weight to exponentially rare events. Results
obtained by the quen hed al ulations are similar to those reported in [KSNS01℄ using
another method as explained in se tion 5.2, but are more optimisti than those reported
in the IT literature whi h rely on bounding te hniques.
The analysis has also been arried out for MN odes [vMSK01, vMSK02℄ and in
a range of hannel types [SvMS03℄. Interestingly, the lo ation of m+ remains xed
for MN odes with k  3 and for k = 2; l  3, leading to a thermodynami al
transition point that saturates Shannon's limit in agreement with our previous
results [KMS00b, MKSV00℄.


Typi al set de oding
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a)
1

b)

m

m+;a (p)
m+;q (p)
0

p

;a

p

;q

p
m0 (p)

0:5

(k; j )
Code rate
IT
p ;a (Ma )
p ;q (Mq )
Shannon psh

(6; 3)
1=2
0.0915
0.031
0.0998
0.109

(5; 3)
2=5
0.129
0.066
0.1365
0.145

(6; 4)
1=3
0.170
0.162
0.1725
0.174

(4; 3)
1=4
0.205
0.195
0.2095
0.214

Determining the riti al noise levels p
(quen hed and annealed
al ulations) based on the fun tion M for Gallager odes. b) Comparison of
di erent riti al noise level (p ) estimates for Gallager odes. Typi al set de oding
estimates have been obtained via the methods of IT [AJK+ 01℄, based on the weight
enumerator. Shannon's limit denotes the highest theoreti ally a hievable riti al noise
level psh for any ode [Sha48℄.

Figure 9. a)

;a=q

a=q

5. Optimal Performan e : Statisti al Me hani s vs. IT

DE o ers a useful framework for evaluating error orre tion performan e a hieved by
a pra ti al de oding algorithm on the basis of the BP/TAP approa h. However, this
does not ne essarily mean the best performan e among all possible de oding s hemes.
For larifying the potential of a ode ensemble, it is important to assess the theoreti al
error orre tion ability, disregarding omputational ost. Several methods have been
developed for this purpose in the IT literature. In this se tion, we introdu e two
representative s hemes, termed the Gallager's methodology and typi al set analysis, and
relate them to methods known in statisti al me hani s (SM). For simpli ity, we hereafter
fo us on (j; k) regular Gallager-type LDPC odes and a BSC of ip probability p;
extension to other types of odes su h as MN odes and other hannels is straightforward.
5.1. Gallager's Methodology: Error Probability for Finite Code Lengths

Shannon's seminal papers indi ated that the best ode an provide error free
ommuni ation if ode rate R is below Shannon's limit when the ode length be omes
in nite. However, as any ode in use has a nite ode length N , it is pra ti ally
important and theoreti ally interesting to assess the probability of error orre tion
failure as a fun tion of the ode length.
Gallager's variational method is a systemati s heme for upper-bounding the error
probability of the best ode in a given ode ensemble C by averaging it over the ensemble.
In the IT literature, it is usually assumed that de oding is performed dire tly on
odewords and, therefore, Gallager's method is onventionally introdu ed in a manner
suitable for this de oding approa h. However, this formulation is not onvenient here
be ause the de oding problem is provided rst with respe t to noise ve tors for Gallagertype odes. We therefore introdu e a slightly di erent representation of Gallager's
method, whi h is appli able to a range of de oding s hemes.
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5.1.1. Gallager's Inequality for the MAP Estimator - Suppose that binary ve tors
x and y, whi h onsist of K -bit and N -bit omponents, respe tively, are statisti ally
related via a ertain joint distribution P (x; y). Let us onsider an estimation problem
of x given y. Following the Bayesian framework, it an be shown that the blo k error
probability, whi h is the probability that the estimation result x^ given y is not identi al
to the ve tor x, is minimized by the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimator


P
(
x
;
y
)
x^ MAP = argmax fP (xjy)g = argmax P
x
x
x0 P (x0; y)
= argmax
fP (x; y)g :
(45)
x
In order to evaluate the blo k error probability of this estimator, we introdu e an
indi ator fun tion MAP (x; y ) whi h returns 1 if x^ MAP 6= x and 0, otherwise. Then,
the blo k error probability is omputed as
X
PB =
P (x; y) MAP (x; y) :
(46)
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x;y

Gallager's methodology relies on upper-bounding this probability by utilizing the
following inequality for the indi ator fun tion
1
0
 
X  P (x0 ; y ) 
A ;
MAP (x; y)  
(47)
P
(
x
;
y
)
0
x 6=x
whi h holds for arbitrary   0 and   0. This inequality is proved as follows: If
x^ MAP = x, MAP (x; y) = 0. However, the right hand side is always non-negative,
whi h means that Eq.(47) holds. On the other hand, if x^ MAP 6= x, MAP (x; y) = 1.
However, this implies that there exists at least one ve tor x00 6= x su h that P (x00 ; y) 
P
(x; y). This an be generalized as MAP (x; y) = 1  (P (x00 ; y)=P (x; y)) 
P

follows be ause the ratio
x006=x (P (x0 ; y)=P (x; y)) for 8  0; Eq.(47) immediately

P (x ; y )=P (x; y) is always non-negative and 8  0, x  1 holds for 8x  1.
Inserting Eq.(47) into Eq.(46) we obtain Gallager's inequality
1
0
 

0
X
X P (x ; y )
A
PB 
P (x; y) 
P
(
x
;
y
)
0
x;y
x 6=x
=

X

x;y

0

P1



(x; y) 

X

x0 6=x

1

P  (x0 ; y )A ;

(48)

whi h provides the tightest inequality by hoosing  = 1=(1+ ) when  is xed. As this
inequality holds for 8  0 and 8  0, the bound an be optimized by minimization
of the right hand side with respe t to   0 keeping  = 1=(1 + ).
Equation (48) an be employed
for evaluating the blo k error probability of the de oding problem of Gallager-type odes.
For this, we introdu e the joint probability of noise ve tor n and syndrome ve tor z
5.1.2. Appli ation for De oding Gallager-type Codes -
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given a parity he k matrix H ; employing the Ising spin representation
P (n; z jH ) =

NYK

0

1

Y

eF

PNi

ni

(49)
N ;
(2
osh(
F
))
i2L()
where Æ(x; y) = 1 for x = y and 0 otherwise, L() denotes the set of indi es hi1    ik i
for non-zero elements in the -th row of H and F = (1=2) ln[(1 p)=p℄. The rst
term enfor es the parity he ks (12) (representing the likelihood term P (zjn)), while
the se ond represents the appropriate prior term; this is bePause
the noise ve tor n is
N ni
F
i
generated in the BSC with the prior probability P (n) = e
= (2 osh(F ))N .
Using Eq.(48) in Eq.(49) leads to an upper-bound of the blo k error probability of
the MAP de oding for a given parity he k matrix H as
=1

Æ z ;

ni A 

=1

=1

PB (H ) 

=

X

n;z

0

P1



(n; zjH ) 

X e(1 )F

PNi

=1

ni

0


X

n06=n

1

P (n0 ; z jH )A

X NYK

0

Æ 1;

Y

(50)
1

ni n0i A  e

Pi
F N

1

n0i A

;

n (2 osh(F ))
i2L()
n06=n =1
where summation
over z hasbeen already arried out, resulting
in a ontribution


N

=1

QN K
Q
Q
0
=1 Æ
i2L() ni ; i2L() ni

= QN=1K Æ 1; Qi2L() ni n0i . For a given ode
ensemble, the minimum of the blo k error probability PB is always uppderbounded
by the average error probability hPB (H )iH , where h(  )iH denotes average over
the ensemble of odes (or parity he k matri es H ) under appropriate onstraints.
Therefore, we here obtain an upper bound for the blo k error probability of the best
ode in the (j; k)-Gallager ode ensemble by
Pi=1 ni
X e(1 )F N

*0

X NYK

0

Æ 1;

Y

1

PNi

1 +

n0i A

; (51)
(2
osh(
F
))
0
n
i2L()
n 6=n =1
H
whi h an be optimized by minimizing the right hand side with respe t to   0, keeping
 = 1=(1 + ).
PB 

N



ni n0i A  eF

=1

It has been shown, using methods of IT, that the right hand
side of Eq.(51) an be de omposed into two parts as
O(N ) + O(exp [ NE ℄);
(52)
for naively (and ompletely randomly) onstru ted (j; k)-Gallager ode ensembles,
where is a ertain power determined by parameters j; k and N is assumed large
[Gal63, MB01℄. This implies that the bound vanishes to 0 as N ! 1 if the exponent E ,
whi h depends on the adjustable parameters ;   0, an be maximized to a positive
value. The rate of onvergen e is quite slow due to a polynomially small fra tion of
poor odes in the ensemble, whi h have short y les of parti ular kinds in the parity
he k matri es (Fig.10). Therefore, the behaviour of the average bound (51-52) an be

5.1.3. Rigorous Bound -
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(b)

i1

1
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i2

variables

3

he ks

Figure 10. A on guration in a parity he k matrix H of j = 3 that deteriorates
the de oding performan e (a), represented as a short y le of a parti ular type in the
graphi al expression (b). When two variables indexed by i1 and i2 share all of the
same j = 3 he ks whi h are denoted as 1 , 2 and 3 , simultaneous ips of these two
do not break the parity he k ondition. This makes it diÆ ult to identify orre tly
the true noise ve tor n. When H is generated uniformly under the (j; k)- onstrains,
this kind of on guration o urs with a probability of O(N 1 ) in the ase of j = 3,
whi h yields a polynomially slow de ay in Eq.(51).

improved by expurgating su h odes from the ensemble. In [MB01℄, it is shown that the
expurgated ensemble exhibits an exponential behaviour, hara terized by the se ond
term of Eq.(52).
For expurgated ensembles, one an evaluate a rigorous lower bound of the exponent
E as a fun tion of  and , with an extra onstraint, by employing Jensen's inequality
hX i  hX i, whi h is valid for a non-negative random number X and 0    1. This
yields




 
1
+
x^x
1
+
xk
j
ln 2 + j ln 2
Ea (; ; R; p) = Extr 
jxj<1;jx^j<1
k
3
"

j !#
0
X
^n
0 1+x
5
eF nn
ln
2
n0 =1

ln2 osh(1 )F + ln2 osh F g ;
(53)

P
where [  ℄ = n=1   )e(1 )F n =(2 osh(1 )F and Extr (  ) denotes
extremization over the variables jxj < 1 and jx^j < 1. This pro edure is analogous
to the annealed approximation of SM, similar to the approa h taken in [SST92℄.
For j; k ! 1, while keeping R = 1 j=k = K=N nite, the maximization of
Eq.(53) with respe t to 0    1 keeping  = 1=(1 + ) reprodu es the random oding
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Eq (; R; p)

low p

p=p



high p
Figure 11.

S hemati pro les of E (; R; p).

exponent

ERC (R; p) =

q

8
>
<
>
:

(1

p

ln pp + p1
ln pp + (1 p ) ln 11 pp ;


p 2;

R) ln2

0  p  pb ;
pb < p  p ;

(54)

0;
p < p;
whi h is known in IT literature [Gal68℄, where the BSC ip rate p = (1 tanh(F ))=2,
p is a riti al noise rate that satis es the Shannon's limit R = 1 H2 (p ) and
pb = p2 = (p2 + (1 p )2 ), is often termed the Bhatta halya's limit. For relatively high
rates R, it is known that this exponent represents the exa t de ay rate of the best
possible odes, whi h implies that there is no room for improving the bound (54) in
the ase of j; k ! 1 (but obviously not for nite j; k values where no exa t expression
exists in the IT literature).
5.1.4. Improving the Bound by the Repli a Method - However, the exa t result for
in nite j; k does not ne essarily mean that the exponent (54) provides the tightest
bound for nite j; k as well. A tually, dire t evaluation of Eq.(51) using the repli a

method yields another exponent [KSNS01℄
(

*

! +


Qk

 
xi
1
+
1
+
x^x 

i
=1
+ j ln
Eq (; ; R; p) = Extr
();^ ()
2
2
;^
! # +
*"


j
X
^  n0
0Y 1+x
ln
eF nn
2
=1
n0 =1
 ^
ln2 osh(1 )F + ln2 osh F g ;
(55)
under the RS ansatz, where h  i denotes an average with respe t to dummy variables
xi 2 [ 1; 1℄ (i = 1; 2; : : : ; k) over an identi al variational distribution  (x), and
similarly for x^ 2 [ 1; 1℄ ( = 1; 2; : : : ; j ) and h  i^ . The fun tional extremization
Extr ();^() f  g ex ludes the ferromagneti solution of  (x) = Æ(x 1) and ^ (^x) =
Æ (^x 1).
For nite j; k, Eq (; ; R; p) is maximized by  = 1=(1 + ) for any given   0,
whereas Ea (; ; R; p) is not. For the partially maximized exponent Eq (; R; p) 

j
ln
k

F

F
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Eq (; 1=(1 + ); R; p), the following properties generally hold (Fig.
lim E (; R; p) = 0 ;
!0 q

11):

(56)

2
E (; R; p) < 0 :
2 q
This implies that for a given R, the noise threshold p

(57)
below whi h max0 fEq (; R; p)g
be omes positive, indi ating that the average error bound vanishes for N ! 1, is
determined by a ondition

E (; R; p ) = 0 :
(58)
lim
!0  q
Inserted into Eq.(55), this redu es to the phase boundary ondition
F F =0;
(59)
where F = F tanh(F ) and F are the free energies of the ferromagneti and nonferromagneti solutions, respe tively, al ulated from the quen hed variational free
energy (29) for = 1; the latter validates the RS ansatz, used here, as no repli a
symmetry breaking e e t is expe ted at the Nishimori ondition [NS01℄. This also
implies that the noise threshold of MAP de oding, whi h orresponds to the zero
temperature state in statisti al me hani s, is identi al to that of the MPM de oding,
the performan e of whi h is optimized at the Nishimori's temperature, in agreement
with results obtained in the IT literature [MN00℄.
As the exponent Eq (; ; R; p) is dire tly evaluated from Eq.(51) without employing
additional inequalities, the optimized bound obtained should be tighter and provide
more optimisti lower bounds for noise threshold p than that from Ea (; ; R; p).
Clearly one of the main drawba ks of the repli a method is the la k of mathemati al
rigour; re ent resear h [Gue03, Tal03℄ proved the exa tness of results obtained using the
repli a methods in extensively onne ted systems. One an hope that similar proofs
for diluted systems will follow, making these results mu h stronger. In any ase the
di eren e between the two exponents be omes smaller as j; k ! 1 given a ode rate R
(Table 1).
NF

F

F

NF

The exponent that represents the fastest de ay rate
of de oding error probability a hievable by the best odes in the ensemble is termed
reliability exponent (RE) [Gal68℄. The random oding exponent (54) oin ides with the
RE for relatively high ode rates R. However, for a low ode rate region, there still
exists a narrow gap between the urrent tightest lower- and upper bounds of the RE,
and the exa t expression is yet to be determined [MB01, KSNS01, Bar03℄.
Exa t evaluation of RE by improving lower or upper bounds of the error probability,
the preferred approa h in the IT ommunity, may be diÆ ult sin e using inequalities
has the potential to provide loose bounds. In fa t, starting from inequality (47), one
annot improve the bound further, sin e inequality (47) itself does not provide a tight
5.1.5. Reliability Exponent -
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(j; k) ANNEAL1 ANNEAL2 QUENCH SHANNON
(3; 6) 0.0678
0.0915
0.0998
0.109
(3; 5) 0.115
0.129
0.136
0.145
(4; 6) 0.1705
0.1709
0.173
0.174
(2; 3)
0
0.0670
0.0670
0.174
(2; 4)
0
0.0286
0.0286
0.109

R

1/2
2/5
1/3
1/3
1/2

Comparison between di erent evaluation s hemes of the noise threshold p
for MAP de oding. ANNEAL1 indi ates the lower bound of p obtained by maximizing
E (; ; R; p) with respe t to  with keeping  = 1=(1 + ). Lower bounds for
ANNNEAL2 are evaluated by maximizing the same exponent with respe t to   0
and   0 without imposing additional onditions; it provides a tighter bound sin e the
optimization with respe t to , for a xed , is not ommutable with the average over
a ode ensemble. QUENCH denotes the estimates of p obtained from E (; ; R; p),
evaluated dire tly from Eq.(48) using the repli a method without employing any extra
inequalities; it therefore provides the most optimisti estimate. SHANNON o ers
riti al noise rates psh at Shannon's limit for given ode rates R. Di eren e in the
estimates between the three evaluation s hemes be omes smaller as j and k in reases,
keeping the ode rate nite for j  3. On the other hand, ANNEAL2 and QUENCH
generally provide the same estimates for j = 2 sin e p for this parti ular parameter
hoi e is determined by the lo al instability of the ferromagneti solution for whi h
the two methods oin idently provide an identi al ondition, whereas a dis ontinuous
phase transition between the ferro- and paramagneti solutions determines p for j  3.

Table 1.
a

q

bound for the low R region [Gal68, KSNS01℄. Instead, evaluation based on an equality
with respe t to the error indi ator
MAP (njH ) = !+lim
Z  ( jn; H ) Z  ( jn; H );
(60)
1;!1 + +
might provide the exa t expression of RE, where n and H are the true noise and parity
he k matrix, respe tively, and
+

Z+ ( jn; H ) 
Z

( jn; H ) 

X NYK

n0 6=n

=1

X NYK

n0 =1

0

Æ 1;
0

Æ 1;

1

Y
i2L()

Y
i2L()

ni n0i A  e
1

ni n0i A  e

F

F

PNi

=1

PNi

=1

n0i

n0i

are the two partition sums.
Equation (60) provides an expression for the blo k error probability
X


PB (H ) = !+lim
P
(
n
)
Z
(
j
n
;
H
)
Z
( jn; H );
+
+
 1; !1
+

n

(61)
(62)

for a given parity he k matrix H . Noti e that the ability to separate suboptimal
solutions from the ferromagneti solution relies on the gap in the magnetization
enumerator that exists for all p < p (see Fig.8). Furthermore, employing an equality
PB = minH fPB (H )g = limr! 1 (hPBr (H )iH )1=r , a dire t expression of RE for a given
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ode ensemble is obtained as
1 ln P  =
ERE (R; p) =
B
N
 ln

*"

X



r!

1
lim
1; !+1;!1 rN

P (n) Z+

#r + )

( +jn; H ) Z  ( jn; H )
; (63)
n
H
whi h an be evaluated by the repli a method, onsidering  and r as repli a powers.
A re ent study
along thisn dire tion revealed that an expressiono
(
(1 R) ln 2 1 ln 1 + 2r pr=2 (1 p)r=2  0  p  p
max
a
0
<r1
r
r
ERE (R; p) =
(64)
;
ERC (R; p)
pa < p  1
is derived for LDPC ode ensembles in the limit j; k ! 1, where ERC (R; p) is
the random oding exponent
(54) and pa a riti al noise rate for whi h (1 Rr) ln 2

1 ln 1 + 2r pr=2 (1 p)r=2 is maximized at r = 1 [SvMSK03℄. It is worthwhile
r
mentioning that this is identi al to the existing lower bound of the RE evaluated for
the ensemble of all possible odes (in expurgated ensembles) [Gal68℄. It is well known
that LDPC ode ensembles for j; k ! 1 have very similar properties to those of the
ensemble of all possible odes [MB01, Ma 99℄; therefore, this result suggests that the
existing tightest lower bound of the RE represents the exa t expression of the fastest
error exponent a hievable by the best possible odes, as is widely believed, while a
rigorous proof is still sought after.
+

5.2. Typi al Set Analysis: Simpler Method for Assessing Criti al Noise Levels

Although Gallager's variational method is powerful enough to tightly bound the blo k
error probability of MAP de oding for a wide lass of ode ensembles, it generally
requires rather ompli ated omputation even just for evaluating the noise threshold.
In addition, it is quite te hni al and provides few insights for intuitive understanding
the various types of de oding errors.
Typi al set (pairs) analysis is an alternative approa h to lowerbound the noise
threshold for a given ode ensemble fo using on typi al set (pairs) de oding, whi h is a
slightly weaker de oding s heme than the MAP de oding (e.g., in rare ases, the true
noise may have a higher magnetization than that of the typi al set; in su h a ase the
two de oding s hemes will di er). Error evaluation in this s heme is relatively easy to
understand be ause o urren es of de oding failure are dire tly studied using the law
of large numbers and the weight enumerator; the latter is a standard quantity in IT
literature hara terizing the distribution of distan es between odewords. This method
was pioneered by Shannon for the ensemble of all odes more than 50 years ago [Sha49℄;
but was not applied to other ensembles until re ently. Only after Ma Kay su essfully
employed it for analysis of ertain LDPC ode ensembles, it is now be oming more
popular in the IT ommunity [Ma 99, AJK+01℄.
In order to introdu e the typi al
set de oding approa h, let us rst provide the de nition of a noise ve tor being typi al.
5.2.1. Typi al Sequen es and Classi ation of Errors -
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Due to the law of large numbers, a noise ve tor n0 generated by a BSC satis es a
ondition
N
1X
(65)
n0i p  N ;
N
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i=1

with a high probability for large N and a positive number N  O(N ) (0 < < 1=2),
where 0 < p = (1 tanh F )=2 < 1=2 is the ip rate hara terizing the BSC. We de ne
as typi al any noise ve tor n0 for whi h this ondition holds. We also term the set of
all typi al ve tors the typi al set.
In typi al set de oding one sele ts a ve tor that belongs to the typi al set and
satis es the parity he k equation (12), as a valid noise ve tor estimate (see also
se tion 4.5). Two types of de oding errors an o ur in this de oding s heme: Type
I error o urs when the true noise ve tor n is atypi al. Type II error o urs when n
is typi al and there are multiple typi al ve tors that satisfy the parity he k equation.
By a straightforward extension of the law of large numbers, it an be shown that the
o urren e probability of type I errors, PI, vanishes in the limit N ! 1 [AJK+01℄.
Therefore, the noise threshold p is determined only by the ondition that probability
of type II errors PII vanishes. Sin e PII depends on ea h realization of the parity he k
matrix H , we de ne p for a given ode ensemble C as the highest ip rate below whi h
the average type II error probability hPII(H )iH vanishes in the limit N ! 1.
5.2.2. Lower bound of Noise Thresholds and Weight Enumerator - In order to evaluate
hPII (H )iH , it is onvenient to introdu e an indi ator fun tion II (njH ) that returns 1,

if the type II error o urs, and 0 otherwise, for a true noise ve tor n and parity he k
matrix H . Then, the type II error probability for a given H is al ulated as
X
PII (H ) =
P (n) II (njH ) ;
(66)
n

and hPII(H )iH is obtained by averaging this over the ode ensemble.
Unfortunately, it is diÆ ult to dire tly express II (njH ) in a rigorously treatable
form. However, one an easily produ e an upper bound
II (njH )  VII (njH )  Æ

N
X
i=1

in the Ising spin representation, where
VII (njH ) 

=

X NYK

n0 6=n =1
X NYK

x6=1

=1

0

Æ 1;
0

Æ 1;

!

ni

1

Y
i2L()

Y
i2L()

N tanh F ;

ni n0i A Æ
1

xi A Æ

N
X

N
X
i=1

i=1

n0i

ni xi

(67)
N tanh F
N tanh F

!

!

:

(68)

Sin e II (njH ) = 1 when errors do o ur, it is always upper-bounded by the number of
solution ve tors of the parity he k equation (ex luding the true noise n) that belong to
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the typi al set, VII (njH ). In the last expression (68), we rewrote the summation over the
dummy variable n0 using a new variable x = (xi )  (n0i ni); the N -dimensional ve tor
1, with all elements being 1, represents the true noise ve tor n in the new expression.
Inserting Eqs.(67) and (68) into Eq.(66), and taking an average over the expurgated
(j; k)-Gallager ode
ensemble
(i.e., of no atypi ally poor odes) in onjun tion with
R
PN
the identity 1 = dw Æ( i=1 xi Nw), an upper bound of the average type II error
probability is obtained as Z
hPII(H )iH  dw exp [N ( K(w; p) + R(w))℄ ;
(69)
where
K(w;pP) is derived independently
as exp [ N K(w; p)℄ 
 Pof the ode ensemble

P
N
N
n P (Pn)Æ i=1 ni xi N tanh F Æ i=1 ni N tanh F imposing a onstraint
(1=N ) Ni=1 xi = w; the weight enumerator
0
1
*2
!3+
NYK
N
X
Y
X
Æ 1;
x AÆ
x Nw 5
; (70)
R(w) = 1 ln 4
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N

x6=1 =1

i2L()

i

i=1

i

H

hara terizes the ode ensemble. Equation (69) implies that hPII(H )iH vanishes in the
limit N ! 1 as long as maxw f K(w; p) + R(w)g < 0, whi h yields a lower bound for
p.
The meaning of the exponent in the right hand side of Eq.(69) is intuitively
understandable by onsidering the me hanism that gives rise to a de oding failure.
Firstly, exp [ N K(w; p)℄ represents the probability that a `gauged noise ve tor' n + x
(mod 2) is typi al, as well asPthe true noise ve tor n, under a ondition that the number
of non-zero elements of x, Ni=1 xi , is onstrained to N (1 w)=2 (also termed weight
in this Boolean representation). In pra ti e, a odeword ve tor t = GT s (mod 2),
alternatively hara terized by the equation H t = H (GT s) = 0 (mod 2), plays the role
of x; a type II error o urs if both of n and the gauged ve tor n + x (mod 2) be ome
typi al be ause there are at least two typi al noise ve tors satisfying the parity he k
equation. However, this just provides an error probability aused by a single odeword
x. Therefore, se ondly, we have to evaluate the number of odewords that have a
weight w, whi h is provided by the weight enumerator R(w). Multiplying this number
of odewords to exp [ N K(w; p)℄ and taking a summation over the possible weight w,
we nally obtain Eq.(69).
In the bound (69), all relevant properties of the ode ensemble are represented by
the weight enumerator R(w). This fun tion is maximized to R ln2 at w = 0, in general,
and has a mirror symmetry R( w) = R(w), in parti ular, for even k. Pi torially, the
lower bound of p an be obtained through the value for whi h K(w; p) makes onta t
with R(w) (somewhat similar to the magnetization enumerator of Fig.8) at a ertain
point w, marked by a () in Fig.12. This an be analyti ally performed in the ase of
j; k ! 1 as R(w) an be expressed analyti ally, providing Shannon's limit psh as a lower
bound for p . However, psh also serves as the upper bound of p for any ode ensembles,
this means that p = psh indi ating that the Gallager ode saturates Shannon's limit
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Figure 12. The weight enumerator R(w) for (j; k ) = (3; 6) and in the limit of j; k ! 1
with keeping the ode rate R = 1 j=k = 1=2. For p = 0:0915, the fun tion K(w; p)
has a onta t with the weight enumerator of (j; k) = (3; 6) at w ' 0:735, whi h
implies p  0:0915 holds for the (3; 6)-Gallager ode ensemble. K(w; p) is generally
de ned only for 1 4p < w  1 and be omes lower as p in reases. Therefore, roughly
speaking, the lower bound of p be omes higher as a ode ensemble has a narrower
weight enumerator. For a xed ode rate R, the ode ensemble of j; k ! 1 has
the narrowest possible pro le of R(w), whi h provides the exa t estimate of the noise
threshold p = psh where psh is Shannon's limit that satis es R = 1 H2 (psh ).

when j; k ! 1.
Thus, typi al set analysis an exa tly evaluate p of the Gallager ode ensembles
in the limit j; k ! 1. Unfortunately, this may not ne essarily be the ase for nite
j; k. It an be shown that the lower bounds of p o ered by the typi al set analysis are
the same as those obtained by Gallager's methodology for MAP de oding [AJK+01℄,
whi h in itself provides more pessimisti evaluations than the repli a method as shown
in Table 1. The gap between SM and typi al set analysis results may be attributed to
the di erent de oding s hemes used. However, one an show that the repli a method
yields more optimisti lower bounds for p also when typi al set de oding is used, whi h
implies that evaluation of the noise threshold utilizing the typi al set analysis is rigorous
but not tight enough for nite j; k.
A possible short oming of the
typi al set analysis relates to the upper-bounding of the average type II error probability
by a produ t of the error probability aused by a single odeword (exp [ N K(w; p)℄)
and the number of odewords (exp [N R(w)℄), fo using on the most relevant weight
w = w . This bound would have been tight if ea h odeword brought about
estimation errors ex lusively (i.e., ea h noise ve tor estimation error is generated by
5.2.3. Improving the Bound by the Repli a Method -
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(a) de oding errors

odewors

(b) de oding errors
odewors

A possible short oming of the typi al set analysis. (a) If ea h de oding
error in noise estimation were asso iated with a single odeword, a simple produ t
exp [ N K(w ; p)℄  exp [N R(w )℄ would have orre tly evaluated hPII (H )i . (b)
However, when a single de oding error is asso iated with multiple odewords, the
produ t overestimates hPII (H )i .
Figure 13.

H

H

a di erent odeword). However, sin e ea h noise ve tor estimation error may be
asso iated with multiple odewords belonging to the same odebook, the simple produ t
exp [ N K(w ; p)℄  exp [N R(w )℄ may overestimate the orre t type II error probability
(Fig.13). Therefore, it is ne essary to take orrelations between multiple odewords
asso iated with a single error into a ount in order to improve the evaluation of p .
An analysis based on an equality with respe t to the error indi ator
II (njH ) = lim
V  (njH )
!+0 II

N
X
i=1

!

ni

might naturally introdu e 0su h orrelations
as
0
VII (njH ) = 

X NYK

x6=1

=1

Æ 1;

Y

i2L()

N tanh F ;
1

xi A Æ

N
X
i=1

ni xi

(71)
N tanh F

!1
A

;

reates ertain intera tions among ` odeword ve tors' x. Substituting Eq.(71) into
Eq.(66) and taking an average over the ode ensemble provide an equality
hPII(H )iH = lim
exp [ NEII (; R; p)℄ ;
(72)
!+0
where
*"
!#+
N
X
X
1
ln
P (n)VII (njH ) Æ
ni N tanh F
; (73)
EII (; R; p) =
N
n

i=1

H

that an be evaluated by the repli a method. Equation (72) indi ates that p an be
assessed from the limit where lim!+0 EII (; R; p) be omes positive.
A re ent study showed that noise thresholds obtained by SM typi al set
de oding s heme are identi al to those assessed by the repli a approa h to MAP
de oding [KNvM02℄. This indi ates that di eren es of error orre tion abilities between
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the typi al set and MAP de oding s hemes are relatively small and vanish in the limit
of long message lengths.
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6. Appli ations of LDPC odes

So far we have fo used on LDPC as error orre ting odes. However, oding te hniques
are required for various purposes in digital ommuni ation. In this se tion, we mention
how LDPC odes an be utilized for various purposes, other than simple error orre tion.
6.1. Lossless Data Compression

Data ompression, or sour e oding, is a s heme to redu e the message size (data)
by modifying the information representation. This is usually arried out prior to
transmission in order to optimize ommuni ation eÆ ien y by minimizing the data to be
sent. The possibility of data ompression was rst pointed by Shannon in his elebrated
sour e oding theorem [Sha48℄. He showed that for an information sour e represented
by a distribution P (s) of N -dimensional Boolean ve tors s, one an employ another
representation of K ( N ) dimensions without any distortion, if the ode
rate R = K=N
P
satis es R  H2(S ) in the limit K; N ! 1, where H2(S )  (1=N ) s P (s) log2 P (s)
denotes the binary entropy per bit of the sour e (S ) distribution P (s). On the other
hand, it an also be shown that su h redu tion is impossible when R < H2(S ). Therefore,
H2 (S ) represents the optimal ompression rate, or ompression limit.
Unfortunately, the sour e oding theorem is non- onstru tive and suggests few
lues for designing good pra ti al ompression methods. However, after mu h e ort,
a pra ti al ode that asymptoti ally saturates the optimal limit was nally dis overed
more than a de ade later [Jel68℄. Therefore, the ompression s heme based on LDPC
odes presented below may not ompete with existing good pra ti al odes su h as the
arithmeti odes [Jel68℄ and Lempel-Ziv (LZ) ompression [ZL77℄. Nevertheless, this
still serves as a useful prototype for onstru ting a more advan ed ompression s heme
used in network ommuni ation [SW73, Mur02℄, des ribed in the following se tion.
In order to ompress an N -dimensional Boolean sour e ve tor s to a K (< N )dimensional odeword z on the basis of an LDPC s heme, let us introdu e a K N sparse
Boolean matrix H with j and k non-zero elements per olumn and row, respe tively.
Using this matrix, one an ompress s to a shorter ve tor z by
z = H s (mod 2) :
(74)
On the other hand, de oding z to retrieve the original representation s is performed
with a knowledge of the sour e distribution P (s) utilizing the posterior distribution
P ( )Æ (z = H )
;
(75)
P (jz ) = P
 P ()Æ (z = H )
whi h an be pra ti ally arried out employing the BP/TAP algorithm.
Similarly to the ase of error orre tion, the performan e of this s heme an be
evaluated utilizing the repli a method [Mur02℄. In the Ising spin representation, the
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free energy per element an be evaluated from
(
*
!+
Qk
 

x
1
+
j
1
+
x^x
i
i
=1
F = Extr
ln
+ j ln 2
();^ ()
k
2
^ ;

* "
!
#+ 9


j
N Y
=
1 ln X Y
1 + x^i i P ( s)
;
(76)
;
N
2
 i=1 =1
^ ;s
under the RS ansatz, where  s = (i si) (i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ) stands for sour e ve tors
gauged by the true sour e ve tor s in the Ising spin expression and P ( s) represents
the sour e distribution in this expression. h  is denotes an average over the sour e
distribution.
For j  3, the ferromagneti solution  (x) = Æ(x 1) and ^ (^x) = Æ(^x 1), whi h
represents de oding su ess, always extremizes the free energy (76) to
X
(77)
F = N1 P (s) ln P (s) = H2 (S ) ln2:
F

F

s

F

In addition to this, another solution, whi h stands for de oding failure, appears when
R is below a ertain riti al rate Rd , whi h is determined by j and k. For nite j ,
this solution is obtained only numeri ally. However, this solution an be analyti ally
expressed as  (x) = Æ(x) and ^ (^x) = Æ(^x) in the ase of j; k ! 1 under the xed
ode rate. Inserting this solution into Eq.(76) provides the free energy
(78)
F = kj ln2 = R ln2:
This, in onjun tion with Eq.(77), means that the de oding su ess solution is
thermodynami ally dominant and, therefore, the original expression s is potentially
de odable from the ompressed ve tor z for R  H2 (S ) and an arbitrary sour e
distribution P (s). This implies that the urrent s heme a hieves Shannon's ompression
limit for j; k ! 1.
However, this does not imply that z an be de oded in pra ti al time s ales. The
BP/TAP algorithm is likely to be trapped in suboptimal solutions for R < Rd; the
ompression limit for pra ti al de oding is therefore provided by Rd whi h is always
higher than a riti al rate R , determined by the thermodynami transition between
the de oding su ess and failure solutions. Roughly speaking, as j grows under a xed
rate R = j=k, R de reases, while Rd in reases. In parti ular, in the ase of j ! 1, the
potential and pra ti al limits R and Rd onverge to H2 (S ) and 1, respe tively, whi h
means that the urrent s heme is impra ti al in this limit although the theoreti al
performan e an saturate Shannon's limit.
On the other hand, other existing s hemes su h as the LZ odes are exe utable in
pra ti al time s ales and asymptoti ally a hieve the ompression limit even if details of
the sour e distribution are unknown [ZL77℄. Therefore, the LDPC-based ompression
s heme may not be ompetitive when used for the purpose of the simple noiseless data
ompression.
NF

NF

NF
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6.2. Lossless Compression of Distributed Sour es

Although the pra ti al signi an e of the LDPC-based s heme seems weaker than that
of existing state-of-the-art methods for the simple lossless ompression, it may not be
the ase for more advan ed problems. This is be ause optimal strategies sometimes
annot be employed when onditions hange. A data ompression problem of distributed
sour es, rst addressed by Slepian and Wolf for data transmission in a network [SW73℄,
o ers one su h example.
Let us assume that two orrelated sour e ve tors s1 and s2 of N dimensions
are generated from a joint sour e distribution P (s1; s2). In a general s enario of the
Slepian-Wolf problem, s1 and s2 (from sour es S1 and S2 respe tively) are independently
ompressed to K1- and K2-dimensional ve tors z1 and z2 , respe tively. On the other
hand, a single de oder simultaneously retrieves the original expressions s1 and s2 from
the odewords z 1 and z 2 utilizing the knowledge of P (s1 ; s2 ) at the de oding stage
(Fig.14(a)). For instan e, this kind of problem arises when two satellites overing
overlapping regions transmit digital images to a single base station on earth.
It is lear that a region spe i ed by R1 = K1 =N  H2(S1 ) and R2 = K2=N  H2(S2 )
is a hievable without any distortion by optimal ompression odes for a single sour e,
dealing with
s and s2 as ve tors thatP independently follow marginal distributions
P 1
P (s1 ) = s P (s1 ; s2 ) and P (s2 ) = s P (s1 ; s2 ), respe tively. However, Slepian
and Wolf showed that the a hievable region an be further extended potentially as
R1  H2 (S1 jS2 ) ;
(79)
R2  H2 (S2 jS1 ) ;
R1 + R2  H2 (S1 ; S2 ) ;
(Fig.14(b)) if the knowledge
of the joint distribution P (s1 ; s2 ) is fully utilized, where
P
H2 (S1 ; S2) = (1=N ) s ;s P (s1; s2) log2 P (s1; s2), H2 (S1jS2 ) = H2 (S1 ; S2) H2(S2 )
and similarly for H2(S2 jS1). Unfortunately, it is diÆ ult to a hieve this limit by the
optimal odes for a single sour e sin e in orporating the orrelation between s1 and s2
with su h s hemes is generally non-trivial.
On the other hand, the LDPC-based ompression s heme is easily extended for the
distributed sour e by using the LDPC matri es H1 and H2 , of dimensionalities K1  N
and K2  N respe tively, su h that
z 1 = H1s1 ; (mod 2) ;
(80)
z 2 = H2s2 ; (mod 2) :
In this s heme, one an dire tly in orporate the sour e distribution P (s1; s2) in the
de oding stage through the Bayes formula
P ( 1 ;  2 )Æ (z 1 = H1  1 ) Æ (z 2 = H2  2 )
: (81)
P (1 ; 2 jz 1 ; z 2 ) = P
P ( ;  )Æ (z = H  ) Æ (z = H  )
2

1

1

2

 ;
1

2

1

2

1

1 1

2

2 2

Murayama showed that this s heme a hieves the Slepian-Wolf limit (79) when the
numbers of non-zero elements per olumn/row in H1 and H2 be ome in nite [Mur02℄.
Furthermore, he illustrated that utilizing LDPC matri es of nite non-zero elements
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(a)

(b)
s1 en oding z 1

(s1 ; s2 )

R2
de oding (s^1 ; s^2 ) H2 (S2 )

s2 en oding z 2

H2 (S2 jS1 )

0

H2 (S1 jS2 ) H2 (S1 )

R1

(a) The Slepian-Wolf System. En oding is arried out independently at
distributed sites, whereas de oding is simultaneously performed by a single user. (b)
The a hievable limit of the Slepian-Wolf System.
Figure 14.

per olumn/row, pra ti al de oding by BP/TAP be omes possible beyond the single
sour e oding limit R1  H2(S1 ) and R2  H2(S2 ) for a ertain distributed sour es;
this implies that LDPC-based ompression s hemes may be a promising dire tion for
distributed data ompression problems of this type.
6.3. Lossy Data Compression

The sour e oding theorem indi ates that it is impossible to redu e the size of data below
the ompression limit without allowing for any distortion. However, if a ertain level of
distortion is allowed, one an further redu e the data size. Compression of this type is
termed lossy ompression. JPEG and MPEG, whi h are examples of urrent standard
s hemes in use for ompressing data of images and movies, fall into this ategory.
In general, as the allowed distortion in reases, the a hievable data size de reases;
namely, there is a tradeo between the optimal ompression rate and the distortion,
whi h is provided by the rate-distortion theorem presented by Shannon more than a
de ade after the sour e oding theorem [Sha59℄.
Unlike lossless ompression, no pra ti al algorithm apable of saturating the
optimal performan e predi ted by the rate-distortion theory is known for lossy
ompression, even for simple information sour es. Therefore, the quest for better lossy
ompression odes remains one of the important resear h areas in IT [YZB97℄.
Let us here fo us on a simple lossy data ompression problem of an unbiased
Boolean sour e of N -dimensional ve tor s, the distribution of whi h is assumed uniform
P (s) = 1=2N . The distortion fun tion d(s; s~) is used to evaluate the distortion, where s~
is an N dimensional representative Boolean ve tor used to approximate s with a redu ed
information ontent. Here, we employ the Hamming distan e
d(s; s~) =

N
X
i=1

(1

Æsi ;s~i ) ;

(82)
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where Æx;y = 1 if x = y and 0, otherwise.
In the urrent ase, the lossless ompression limit
is given by the binary entropy per
P
bit of the sour e distribution R  H2 (S ) = (1=N ) s 2 N log2 2 N = 1, whi h implies
that it is impossible to redu e the size of the data any more without allowing some
level of distortion. However, when a distortion up to ND measured by the Hamming
distan e is allowed, it an be shown analyti ally that one an ompress s into a K = NRdimensional Boolean ve tor z if R  R(D), where
R(D) = 1 H2 (D) ;
(83)
is termed the rate-distortion fun tion of the urrent unbiased Boolean sour e [CT91℄;
su h analyti al expressions of the rate-distortion fun tions are not known for most other
sour es.
In order to devise a lossy ompression s heme, it is ne essary to appropriately design
a map from the ompressed expression z to the representative ve tor s~. One possible
onstru tion of this map is to employ an N  K LDPC matrix H su h that
s~ = s~(z) = H z (mod 2) :
(84)
Then, given an N -dimensional sour e ve tor s, en oding is arried out by sele ting su h
a ve tor z that satis es the distortion onstraint d (s; s~(z))  ND as the ompressed
representation of s. On the other hand, one an easily de ode z to approximate the
original ve tor s employing Eq.(84). It an be shown that this s heme saturates the
rate-distortion fun tion (83) when the numbers of non-zero elements per olumn/row of
H be ome in nite [MO03, MY02℄.
One short oming of this LDPC-based s heme in the urrent suggestion is the
omputational diÆ ulty at the en oding stage. Sin e nding z for a given s, where
both are dis rete variables, is a non-trivial sear h problem that be omes pra ti ally
diÆ ult as the message length N in reases. A naive use of the BP/TAP approa h does
not serve as a satis able approximation algorithm in this ase sin e en oding requires
sele tion of a single ve tor z , whereas the BP/TAP method generally al ulates variable
averages over the posterior distribution in whi h lues for sele ting a single ve tor are
erased. However, this diÆ ulty may be resolved by ertain advan ed methods [MPZ02℄
although further investigation is ne essary.
Another drawba k of the urrent method is the diÆ ulty in dire tly extending the
s heme to biased sour es.QIt an be shown that for a uniformly biased Boolean sour e
hara terized by P (s) = Ni=1 psi (1 p)1 si where 0  p  1, the rate-distortion fun tion
(83) is modi ed to
(
H2(p) H2 (D) for 0 < D < p ;
R(D) =
(85)
0
for p  D  1
whi h indi ates that the data size an be redu ed further than Eq.(83) for biased sour es
be ause the original message distribution in itself in ludes some redundan y. This
limit an be a hieved by appropriately onstru ting biased representative ve tors that
approximate the biased ve tors with the required distortion using as little information as
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possible. However, as addition modulo 2 generally redu es the statisti al bias of ea h bit,
onstru tion of su h representative ve tors by a linear map (84) is diÆ ult; this prevents
the urrent method from saturating the rate-distortion fun tion of biased sour e (85).
In a re ent study [HKN02℄, this diÆ ulty has been resolved by repla ing the linear
map (84) with a non-linear map onstru ted by per eptrons whi h are hara terized by
non-monotoni transfer fun tions of a spe i type [vMWB00℄.
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6.4. Error Corre tion in a Broad ast Channel

As most existing odes are onstru ted for simple point-to-point ommuni ation, they
do not ne essarily o er the optimal performan e for multi-terminal ommuni ation su h
as the Internet, mobile phones and satellite ommuni ation. Designing odes that utilize
hara teristi features of these ommuni ation hannels may enhan e their performan e;
this would greatly bene t overloaded ommuni ation hannels that su er from an ever
in reasing information ow.
The broad ast hannel, whi h models television and radio broad asting, is one of
the most fundamental examples of multi-terminal ommuni ation [CT91℄. We here show
how LDPC odes an be utilized for improving the ommuni ation performan e in a
broad asting setup.
In a general s enario, a single sender (station) broad asts a odeword omposed
of di erent messages to multiple re eivers. For simpli ity, we fo us on the ase of two
re eivers; a single odeword t of N bits, omprising two messages s1 (NR1 bits) and
s2 (NR2 bits), is transmitted to two re eivers. As ea h hannel is noisy, re eivers 1
and 2 obtain two orrupted odewords r1 and r2 , respe tively, whi h is modelled by a
onditional probability P (r1 ; r2 jt). The re eived odewords are de oded by respe tive
re eivers to retrieve only the message addressed to ea h of them.
Combining odes is a known empiri al strategy for designing high performan e
ommuni ation s hemes for broad ast hannels on the basis of multiple linear errororre ting odes of relatively short message lengths [MS77, vG83, vG84℄. Inspired by
this, the performan e of a linearly ombined oding s heme was re ently examined for
LDPC odes [NKMZS03℄. The ode is spe i ed by a parity he k matrix of an upper
triangular form
H=

H1 H2
0 H3

!

(86)

;

where the sizes of sub-matri es H1, H2 , H3 are [(1 )N R1N ℄  (1
[(1 )N R1 N ℄  N and [ N R2 N ℄  N , respe tively.
Based on this matrix, the generator matrix GT is onstru ted as
GT

=

GT1 GT2
0 GT3

!

;

)N ,
(87)

where Gti (i = 1; 3) are systemati ally designed so as to satisfy HiGTi = 0 (mod 2) and
GT2 = H1T [H1 H1T ℄ 1 [H2 GT3 ℄. In this s heme, two messages are en oded into a single
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(a)

Re eiver 2 (b)
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1 H2(p2 )
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p1
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1 H2(p1 )

R1
Figure 15. (a) A broad ast hannel of a single station and two re eivers. (b) A
s hemati pro le of Cover's limit (thi k full urve). The dashed line indi ates the
time-sharing limit a hievable by on atenating two independent odes.

odeword using GT as t = GT (s1 s2)T (mod 2). On the other hand, two orrupted
odewords r1 and r2 are independently de oded by ea h re eiver solving the parity
he k equations zi = H ri = H ni (mod 2) (i = 1; 2).
Analogously to the ase of single hannels, error free ommuni ation be omes
theoreti ally possible if the orresponding ode rate ve tor (R1 ; R2) is pla ed within
a ertain onvex region, whi h is termed the apa ity region, when the ode length
grows in nite. In parti ular, the apa ity region an be analyti ally expressed as
R2 < 1 H2 (Æ  p2 ) ;
(88)
R1 < H2 (Æ  p1 ) H2 (p2 ) ;
where the noise models for re eivers 1 and 2 are assumed as BSC spe i ed by ip rates
p1 and p2 (< p1 ), respe tively. Here, we introdu e the notation Æ  p = Æ (1 p) +
(1 Æ) p. Eq.(88) is often termed Cover's apa ity, depi ted by a solid urve in Fig.15.
Unfortunately, the derivation of Cover's apa ity is non- onstru tive and o ers few
lues to design eÆ ient pra ti al odes. Furthermore, even a hieving the time-sharing
apa ity (a dotted straight line in Fig.15), whi h is theoreti ally a hievable by simple
on atenation of two independent odewords, separately optimized for ea h hannel, is
in pra ti e never trivial, as there are no known odes that saturate the Shannon's bound
even for a single hannel.
A statisti al me hani s based analysis for the broad ast hannel of this type reveals
that the suggested linearly ombined LDPC oding s heme provides an improved
performan e over the simple on atenation method, in both potential and pra ti al
limits, when the number of non-zero elements per olumn/row in the parity he k matrix
is nite [NKMZS03℄. Unfortunately, it was also shown that the optimal performan e
a hievable by this s heme annot go beyond the time-sharing apa ity even theoreti ally.
This analysis implies that di erent oding s hemes su h as non-linear odes should be
examined for a hieving Cover's limit.
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6.5. LDPC for CDMA

Multiple a ess ommuni ation is at the opposite end to broad asting, where multiple
sour es transmit simultaneously to a single re eiver; the task of the re eiver is to
separate the ombined (possibly orrupted) signal and retrieve the original sour es.
Several methods an be used for separating the sour es; two obvious solutions are for
the di erent sour es to transmit at di erent times or using di erent frequen ies [Ver98℄.
A di erent, arguably more eÆ ient, approa h is based on Code Division Multiple A ess
(CDMA), where messages are en oded prior to transmission.
Conventional modulation te hniques are based on modulating ea h signal by a
random modulation ve tor shown s hemati ally in Fig.16(a). Demodulation is then
arried out by multiplying the re eived signal by the modulation sequen e for ea h
sour e and estimating the original message. A statisti al me hani s based analysis of
onventional CDMA modulation was re ently introdu ed by Tanaka [Tan02℄.
(a)

(b)
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(a) Modulation in onventional CDMA, where random modulation
sequen es are used to generate the transmitted signal from the original message. (b)
LDPC oding of the sour e sequen es s prior to modulation by random modulation
sequen es  . Demodulation and de oding provide the estimates s^ .

Figure 16.
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The idea of ombining LDPC odes with CDMA systems was originally introdu ed
in [dBD03, dBD02, ADU03℄. The idea is to en ode the messages by di erent LDPC
odes prior to the modulation stage as des ribed s hemati ally in Fig.16(b). Results
obtained by omputer simulations, and after arefully designing LDPC odes by DE,
show ex ellent performan e [ADU03℄. However, these studies are limited to ases where
the number of users is O(1) (one ex eption is in [RCGV02℄, where the number of users is
expe ted to be large; however, it relies on the assumption of near- apa ity-approa hing
LDPC odes to be available).
A re ent study [TS03b, TS03a℄ o ers a statisti al me hani s based analysis of the
joint dete tion/de oding for LDPC- oded CDMA system in the large-system limit. The
analysis provides both pra ti al and theoreti al limitations of the suggested method
obtained from the statisti al me hani s based analysis, in the form of dynami al and
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thermodynami al transition point, respe tively. The results reported indi ate that
while the theoreti al limits of the new methods are ex ellent, the pra ti al performan e
is limited by a relatively low dynami al transition point [TS03b, TS03a℄. However,
the analysis was arried out for regular LDPC odes; it is highly likely that pra ti al
performan e an be pushed lose to the theoreti al limits by lever irregular ode designs.
Statisti al Me hani s of Low Density Parity Che k Codes

6.6. Publi Key Cryptography

Publi -key ryptography plays an important role in many aspe ts of modern information
transmission, for instan e, in the areas of ele troni ommer e and internet-based
ommuni ation. It makes it possible for the servi e provider to distribute a publi
key whi h may be used to en rypt messages in a manner that an only be de rypted
by the servi e provider [DH76℄ (Fig.17). The on-going quest for safer and more eÆ ient
ryptosystems produ ed many useful methods over the years su h as the RSA [RSA78℄,
ElGammal [ElG85℄ and M Elie e ryptosystems [M E78℄ to name but a few. We here
show that another example of su h systems, whi h is somewhat similar to the one
presented by M Elie e, an be devised on the basis of signi antly di erent behaviour
for LDPC odes of the MN and Sourlas-types [KMS00a, SKM01℄.
In the suggested ryptosystem, a plaintext represented by a K -dimensional
Boolean ve tor s is en rypted to the N -dimensional Boolean iphertext r utilizing
a predetermined Boolean matrix GT of dimensionality N  K , and a orrupting N dimensional ve tor n, the elements of whi h be ome 1 with probability p and 0,
otherwise, in the following manner
r = GT t + n (mod 2) :
(89)
The matrix GT and the ip probability p onstitute the publi key. The orrupting
ve tor n is generated in the transmitting terminal.
The matrix GT , whi h is at the entre of the en ryption/de ryption pro ess, is
onstru ted by randomly hoosing a K  K dense invertible matrix D and two randomly
sele ted LDPC matri es A (of dimensionality N  K ) and B (of dimensionality N  N
and invertible), via GT = B 1 AD (mod 2). Similarly for the MN odes, the matri es A
and B are hara terized by j and l non-zero elements per olumn and k and l non-zero
elements per row respe tively in the simplest ase, whereas irregular onstru tion using
varying k; j and l for ea h olumn/row may also be onsidered. The parameters j; k and
l de ne a parti ular ryptosystem while the matri es A, B and D onstitute the private
key.
The authorized user may de rypt the iphertext r in a similar manner to the MN
odes. Namely, a parity he k equation of the form
z = B r = A(Ds) + B n (mod 2) ;
(90)
whi h is o ered by multiplying the iphertext r (89) by the private key B ; it is rst
solved for s~ = Ds using the BP/TAP algorithm. Due to properties of the MN odes,
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Easy with a se ret key
Hard without a se ret key

Figure 17. Required properties of publi key ryptosystem. (a) A plain text s is
en rypted into a ipher text r using the publi key with a low omputational ost. (b)
De ryption of the ipher text r is omputationally hard without utilizing the se ret
key, while it an be easily arried out if the se ret key is available.

this is easy if p is set below the dynami al transition point pd that is determined by the
set of (j; k; l). After that, the plain text is nally retrieved as s = D 1s~.
On the other hand, an unauthorized user must extra t s from Eq.(89) knowing
only the iphertext r and the publi key (GT ; p). The rst straightforward attempt
to enumerate all possible s is learly doomed, unless p is vanishingly small, enough
to orrupt just a few bits. De omposing GT into a ombination of sparse and dense
matri es is known to belong to a lass of NP- omplete problem [GJ79℄.
Another approa h is to approximately de rypt r using the BP/TAP s heme, whi h
yields an e e tively identi al de oding problem to that of the Sourlas-type odes, with
the generator matrix GT being dense. However, due to properties of the Sourlas
odes, nding solutions to Eq.(89) is strongly dependent on initial onditions. In
parti ular, when GT is dense, whi h is the ase in the urrent problem, for all initial
onditions other than the plaintext itself, the BP/TAP algorithm fails to onverge to the
plaintext solution [KMS00a, Ma 99, KS87℄. Obtaining the orre t solution for Eq.(89)
without knowledge of the private key will therefore be ome unfeasible, whi h implies
that de ryption by unauthorized users is pra ti ally impossible. Several atta ks by
unauthorized parties who have a quired partial knowledge of private key omponents
and/or of the plaintext have been re ently studied, showing that the ryptosystem is
fairly se ure [SSK03℄.
Before losing this se tion, it may be worth while to brie y ompare the urrent
LDPC-based method to the leading publi key publi key ryptosystem of RSA [RSA78℄.
RSA de ryption takes O(K 3) operations while the urrent method naively requires
O(K 2 ) operations, whi h an be further redu ed to O(K log K ) by onstru ting a dense
matrix D as a produ t of random permutation and triangular matri es. From this
aspe t, the LDPC-based s heme may be superior to the RSA ryptosystem. En ryption
ost is O(K 2), whi h is similar to that of RSA, whereas inverting the matri es B and
D is arried out only on e and is of O(K 3 ). A major drawba k of the urrent method
is the size of publi key. Sin e GT is a dense matrix, the size of the publi key is of
O(N  K ), while that for RSA is only O(K ). However, as the transmission of the publi
key is arried out only on e, this may not be of great signi an e.
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7. Summary

In summary, we have surveyed re ent progress in statisti al me hani s resear h on lowdensity parity he k odes. Identifying the similarity between odes de ned by a sparse
matrix and Ising spin systems of multi-spin intera tion makes it possible to analyse and
develop a family of high-performan e error orre ting odes. This relies on employing
methods from statisti al me hani s in general and the theory of spin glasses in parti ular.
EÆ a y of this approa h is not limited to basi error orre tion, similar approa hes have
been also su essfully applied to several other oding s hemes su h as data ompression,
multi-terminal data transmission, ryptography, et .
Resear h a tivities in these dire tions revealed great similarity and some di eren e,
in both the problems studied and methods used, between information s ien es and
physi s, whi h makes it mu h easier than ever before to apply methods of one dis ipline
to problems in another. We hope that the urrent arti le will ontribute to promote
su h ross-dis iplinary studies.
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